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Abstract 

Because of their ultrahigh piezoelectricity, pyroelectric properties, mechanical/electrical 

hysteresis and possession of non-volatile polarisation states, ferroelectric materials have been 

used in various electronic devices, including various sensors, actuators, transducers, 

micromotors and non-volatile memories. The mechanical, electrical, electromechanical and 

thermoelectric properties are crucial factors in device applications of ferroelectric materials. 

These properties are particularly sensitive to changes in the embedded microscopic structures. 

Therefore, the mechanical and electrical characterisation of ferroelectric materials and the 

observation of their microstructural evolution under external stimuli are necessary for 

understanding their unique properties. However, this is not an easy task because of the 

difficulties involved in the mechanical and electrical testing of nano/microscale materials. 

Various techniques have been used to investigate the mechanical and electrical 

behaviours of ferroelectric materials—among which in-situ transmission electron microscopy 

is one of the most effective. This thesis aims to combine state-of-the-art in-situ transmission 

electron microscopy techniques, the scanning transmission electron microscopy high-angle 

annular dark-field imaging technique and phase-field modelling to investigate microstructural 

evolution in ferroelectric materials under different external stimuli. One of the ultimate goals 

of this research is to improve the performance of non-volatile ferroelectric memory devices. 

In Chapter 1, the history, properties and applications of multiferroics, ferroelectrics and 

relaxor-based ferroelectrics are introduced and the mechanical and electrical characterisation 

techniques are summarised. 

In Chapter 2, experimental techniques including scanning electron microscopy, the 

focused ion beam technique, transmission electron microscopy, scanning transmission electron 
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microscopy, an in-situ nanomechanical–electrical testing system and sample preparation 

techniques are described. The phase-field modelling method is also introduced. 

In Chapter 3, a technique to manipulate nanoscale domain switching using an electron 

beam with omnidirectional electric field distribution is investigated. Reversible ferroelectric 

domain manipulation with a high spatial resolution is critical for memory storage based on 

thin-film ferroelectric materials. The ferroelectric domain can be manipulated using techniques 

that apply heat, mechanical stress or electric bias. However, these techniques have certain 

drawbacks. In this chapter, I propose to use an electron beam with an omnidirectional electric 

field as a tool for erasable stable ferroelectric nanodomain manipulation. My results suggest 

that a local accumulation of charges contributes to the local electric field that determines 

domain configurations. 

Chapter 4 addresses ferroelastic domain switching by the mechanical and electrical 

stimulation for non-volatile memories. Ferroelectric materials have been extensively explored 

for high-density non-volatile memory devices because of their ferroelectric/ferroelastic domain 

switching behaviour under electric loading or mechanical stress. However, the existence of 

ferroelectric and ferroelastic backswitching can cause significant data loss and thus affect the 

reliability of data storage. In this chapter, ferroelastic domain switching in single-crystal 

Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-33%PbTiO3 pillars by electrical and mechanical stimuli is investigated using 

in-situ transmission electron microscopy and phase-field modelling. Results show that 

electrical stimulation leads to a mechanically irreversible ferroelastic domain state, while 

mechanical excitation results in the formation of a mechanically reversible domain state. I 

propose an approach that takes advantage of the mechanically reversible and irreversible states 

of ferroelastic domain configurations for advanced bit writing and reading for non-volatile 

memories. Because this approach does not consider the ferroelectric domain polarisation 
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direction, it overcomes the backswitching problem and broadens the types of ferroelectric 

materials for non-volatile memory applications. 

Chapter 5 shows the facilitation of ferroelectric switching via the mechanical 

manipulation of hierarchical nanoscale domain structures, exploring heterogeneous ferroelastic 

transition that produces hierarchical 90° nano-tetragonal domains via mechanical loading as 

well as its effect on facilitating ferroelectric domain switching in relaxor-based ferroelectrics. 

Combining in-situ electron microscopy characterisation and phase-field modelling, I reveal the 

nature of the domain transition process and discover that the domain transition lowers the 

electrical loading threshold needed for ferroelectric domain switching by 40%. These results 

advance the fundamental understanding of ferroelectric domain switching behaviour. 

In Chapter 6, I systematically study domain switching kinetics under a very large 

mechanical loading. The study reveals the capability of mechanical loading for manipulating 

90° and 180° ferroelastic and ferroelectric domains using low-level and high-level mechanical 

loadings respectively. The domain switching behaviour is found to be reversible and permanent 

when the sample is subjected to low and high mechanical loadings, respectively. This study 

provides new insights for understanding the mechanical behaviour of ferroelectric materials. 

In Chapter 7, major conclusions are drawn from my research and future perspectives are 

suggested. 
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Chapter 1  

 

Introduction 

 

 

1.1. Introduction of ferroelectric materials 

An electric insulator that can be polarised by an electric field is called a dielectric 

material1. When a dielectric material is placed in an electric field, electrons do not flow through 

the material. Instead, positive charges shift towards the electric field while negative charges 

are repelled in the opposite direction, which is termed dielectric polarisation2. This creates an 

internal electric field that can offset the overall field within the dielectric material. As a result 

of this property, dielectric materials have been widely used in the storage and dissipation of 

electric energy. 

In the early 1880s, the brothers Pieer and Jacques Curie discovered the phenomenon 

known as piezoelectricity in α-quartz crystals3. A material with piezoelectricity is capable of 

linearly converting applied mechanical energy into electrical energy or vice versa4. By 

changing the mechanical stress from compression to tension, the sign of the generated electric 

field is changed. When mechanical strain is applied to a piezoelectric crystal, electric dipoles—

caused by the separation of positive and negative charges—are generated and aligned5, 6. This 

alignment of electric dipoles is called electric polarisation. Among the 32 crystallographic point 

groups of dielectric crystals, 20 are noncentrosymmetric. A piezoelectric crystal is always one 

of these 20 noncentrosymmetric crystalline structures. Ten of these 20 noncentrosymmetric 

point groups can result in spontaneous electric polarisation at low temperatures (below the 
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Curie temperatures of the materials). By varying the temperature, a flow of charges is generated 

from the material’s surface, which is termed a pyroelectric effect7, 8. Materials possessing 

pyroelectricity are referred to as pyroelectric materials. Among those pyroelectric materials, 

materials that can have their polarisation reversed by the application of an external electric field 

are called ferroelectric materials9-11. A schematic diagram of the relationship between 

piezoelectrics, pyroelectrics and ferroelectrics is shown in Figure 1-1. 

 

Figure 1-1 A schematic diagram of the relationship between piezoelectrics, pyroelectrics and 

ferroelectrics. 

Ferroelectric materials demonstrate spontaneous electric polarisation in the absence of 

an external electric field. When the temperature is above a certain value Tc, which is called the 

Curie temperature12, the unit cell of a ferroelectric crystalline material becomes cubic with a 

centrosymmetric atomic arrangement. Any ferroelectric material at a temperature higher than 

Tc loses its spontaneous polarisation and ferroelectricity, resulting in a phase called the 

paraelectric phase13. The paraelectric phase transfers back to the ferroelectric phase once the 

temperature falls below Tc. 
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The first ferroelectric material, Rochelle salt, was discovered in 192114. After that, 

hundreds of other ferroelectric materials were discovered—of which the most commercially 

and scientifically important ones comprise the ABO3 family15. In the 1940s, the discovery of 

ferroelectricity in barium titanate (BaTiO3), an important ferroelectric material in the ABO3 

family, led to the increased scientific study of ferroelectric materials16-20. It was found that 

BaTiO3 possesses a strong piezoelectric effect after electrical poling and proves to be a more 

useful replacement for some conventional piezoelectric materials (i.e., quartz)1, 21. However, 

its relatively poor stability at low temperature during the low-temperature ferroelectric phase 

transition makes it a less than ideal material for commercial use22. Ferroelectric phase transition 

usually occurs by ion displacement. The BaTiO3 crystal structure is shown in Figure 1-2. 

 

Figure 1-2 The crystal structures of BaTiO3.A paraelectric or a ferroelectric phase presents 

depending on whether the temperature is above or below the Curie temperature. 

When the temperature increases to above 120°C (Tc of BaTiO3), barium and titanium 

cations and oxygen anions are in positions so that the positive and negative charge centres are 

overlapped. No electric dipole exists and BaTiO3 is in the paraelectric phase showing 

paraelectric cubic symmetry. Immediately after the temperature has cooled to below 120°C, all 

ions displace over short distances. The displaced ions result in the separation of positive and 

negative charge centres, leading to the formation of an electric dipole moment and a phase 

transformation to a ferroelectric tetragonal phase. Phase transformation to a ferroelectric 

orthorhombic phase and a ferroelectric rhombohedral phase continues when the temperature 
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falls below 0°C and −90°C respectively. LiNbO3 is another ferroelectric material in the ABO3 

family which possesses a high Curie temperature of 1210°C23, 24. However, its much lower 

piezoelectric constant than that of BaTiO3 makes LiNbO3 less useful for serving piezoelectric 

purposes. 

A significant advance in the understanding of ferroelectric materials was made through 

the discovery of lead zirconate titanate (Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3, PZT) in the 1950s25, 26. This material 

is a solid solution of different compositions of PbZrO3 and PbTiO3. Of particular significance 

for a PZT material is that it shows remarkably high dielectric and piezoelectric properties 

within a specific range of compositions27-31. This specific range of compositions is termed the 

morphotropic phase boundary (MPB)32-34 and will be discussed in detail in Section 1.2.1.1. The 

importance of PZT material in electronic and thermo devices was realised in the 1960s35, 36. 

Since then, PZT has been widely used as a high-performance ferroelectric material and has 

dominated the piezoelectric material market until now. 

A region of a ferroelectric material within which spontaneous polarisation is constant is 

termed a ferroelectric domain. The formation of a domain structure minimises the system’s 

free energy when the material undergoes a transition from a paraelectric phase to a ferroelectric 

phase37-39. A thin interface separating two adjacent domains is called a domain wall40. 

A unique feature of ferroelectric materials is the formation of domain structures through 

the spontaneous breaking of crystal symmetry, resulting in hysteresis loops with different 

conjugate fields41-44. In general, different ferroelectric materials possess fingerprint-like unique 

hysteresis loop. 

Figure 1-3 shows a typical ferroelectric hysteresis loop45, 46
. Several characteristic 

parameters that will be explained in detail below, including spontaneous polarisation 

(saturation polarisation), the coercive field and remnant polarisation, can be found in the 
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hysteresis loop. To minimise the giant internal stress generated during the cooling process, a 

large single domain is usually split into multiple small domains associated with a large number 

of domain walls47. Initially, domain directions are randomly distributed so as to minimise free 

energy, leading to zero net polarisation in materials. When an external field with strength 

higher than the coercive field is applied, the polarisation gradually rotates, resulting in domain 

switching. The observed hysteresis behaviour in ferroelectric materials occurs because of the 

domain-wall motion. By increasing the applied field, the polarisation is finally saturated and 

the induced polarisation is proportional to the electric field where the material becomes a linear 

dielectric. The spontaneous polarisation is estimated by intercepting the vertical polarisation 

axis with the saturated linear segment. Upon polarisation saturation, multiple domains form a 

single large domain. As soon as the strength of the field decreases, domains start to back-switch 

in association with the polarisation rotating backward. Instead of turning back to net zero 

polarisation when the external field is completely withdrawn, remnant polarisation exists. 

 

Figure 1-3 A typical ferroelectric hysteresis loop. 
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A zero polarisation can be obtained when an electric field from the opposite direction 

and of the same strength of the coercive field is applied. The same polarisation/domain 

reorientation can be achieved if an electric field is applied from the opposite direction. By 

analysing the hysteresis loop, scientists can comprehensively understand the ferroelectric 

properties and the bulk polarisation orientation of a ferroelectric material. 

As a consequence of their novel pyroelectric properties and their outstanding 

piezoelectric properties, ferroelectric materials have been used as essential components in a 

wide variety of electronic devices48. They are widely used for manufacturing non-volatile 

memories49-53, various sensors54-57, actuators58-63, ultrasonic micromotors64, 65, micropumps66-

68, transducers69-71 and photonic devices72-75. 

A non-volatile memory possesses a non-information-loss feature even when no power is 

supplied. The principle of non-volatile memory devices is based on polarisation reversal by 

applying an external electric field to a ferroelectric material. In these devices (shown in Figure 

1-4), two polarisations that are opposite in direction act as the two logical signals 0 and 1, 

serving as memory bits that can be written and read by applying an electric field76. Ferroelectric 

memories exhibit much higher performance levels than other memory devices77, 78. Their 

writing and reading cycle time can be as short as 150 ns, which is about 100 times less than the 

time required by commercial flash memory. Their endurance is about 10 trillion, which is 1 

million times longer than flash memory. Further, they consume very little power, which is of 

significance to miniature devices. 

Writing of logical signals in memory bits using electrical wires of ferroelectric memory 

consisting of only 256 bits was first demonstrated in 198779. Until the present, multiple 

approaches have been proposed for writing memory bits, including applying mechanical80 and 
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electrical loading. Tracing these tracks, scientists have significantly enhanced the performance 

and the data-storage capacities of memory devices. 

 

 

Figure 1-4 A binary and multilevel design of ferroelectric random access memory. In the 

binary ferroelectric random access memory, one bit of information ‘0’ (blue) and ‘1’ (red) is 

stored in a constituent cell. Electrical wires of grey colour are used to read and write the cells’ 

polarisation. In the multilevel ferroelectric random access memory, each cell can be used to 

store three-bit logic states (000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111) 76. 

Recently, electromechanical devices such as sensors, actuators and transducers that are 

fabricated based on the microelectromechanical system (MEMS)81-84 and the 

nanoelectromechanical system (NEMS)61, 85-87, have attracted significant attention. Compared 

to the traditional materials for MEMS and NEMS, ferroelectric materials possess excellent 

electromechanical coupling factors, high piezoelectric constants, high sensibility to external 

temperatures, low power dissipation, and high signal-to-noise ratios, providing an excellent 

option for the electromechanical device market. 
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1.2. Relaxor-based ferroelectric and multiferroic materials 

1.2.1. Relaxor-based ferroelectric materials 

The first relaxor ferroelectric material was discovered in the late 1950s through the lead 

magnesium niobate [Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3] solid solution system2. Since this, a series of relaxor 

ferroelectric materials, including Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3
88, 89 and Pb(Sc0.5Nb0.5)O3

90, 91, have been 

discovered and widely studied. Relaxor ferroelectrics possess different features to other 

common ferroelectrics92-96. Compared to normal ferroelectrics (BaTiO3 for example), relaxor 

ferroelectrics do not have a fixed Curie temperature97. Instead, the paraelectric to ferroelectric 

phase transition occurs within a temperature range—a process that is known as diffuse phase 

transition93, 98. Normal ferroelectrics exhibit a sharp peak in the dielectric constant at the 

temperature of dielectric maximum Tm. This peak is insensitive to electrical frequency in 

normal ferroelectric material as shown in Figure 1-5(a). In contrast, relaxor ferroelectrics 

exhibit a diffuse maximum of the dielectric constant at Tm with a change in frequency 

dispersion, resulting in a shift of the maximum dielectric constant towards higher temperatures 

with increasing frequency as shown in Figure 1-5(b)92. 

 

Figure 1-5 The dielectric constant and temperature behaviours for (a) normal ferroelectric 

and (b) relaxor ferroelectric. 
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Some scientists have suggested that the unique features of relaxor ferroelectrics result 

from the existence of local inhomogeneous polar clusters99-104, known as the polar micro-

regions or nano-regions104. These local regions possess a giant electromechanical response and 

are easily polarised by external stimuli, resulting in a modification of the dielectric properties 

of relaxor ferroelectrics. It has been proposed that the diffuse phase transition arises from 

compositional inhomogeneity105, 106 and that composition is highly localised in relaxor 

ferroelectrics, resulting in different transition temperatures in different regions and in a 

broadening of the dielectric peak. Other theories have been proffered to explain the origin of 

the relaxor ferroelectric behaviour, including the martensitic phase transition model107, the 

superparaelectric model108, 109, the dipolar glass model97, 110, 111, the random-field model98, 112, 

and the random-bond, random-field model113, 114. 

Relaxor ferroelectrics are solid solutions with ferroelectric, complex A(B1B2)O3 

perovskite structures93, 115 in which A represents A-site ions (i.e. Pb2+), B1 and B2 represent B-

site ions (B1 = Mg2+, Zn2+, Sc3+, Fe3+, In3+, …; B2 = Nb5+, Ta5+, W6+, …). A typical A-site 

complex relaxor ferroelectric is (Pb1-xBax)(ZryTi1-y)O3. While A-sites are commonly occupied 

by Pb2+ ions, B-site ions are more flexible and are randomly arranged. Some widely studied B-

site complex relaxor ferroelectrics are Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3, Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3, Pb(Sc1/2Ta1/2)O3, 

Pb(Fe2/3W1/3)O3, Pb(Sc1/2Nb1/2)O3 and Pb(In1/2Nb2/3)O3. 

While both relaxor ferroelectrics and normal ferroelectrics exhibit piezoelectric 

properties, a giant piezoelectric constant is found from a material called relaxor-based 

ferroelectric6, 116. A relaxor-based ferroelectric material is generally a solid solution of relaxor 

with a normal ferroelectric PbTiO3. In 1969, the first relaxor-based ferroelectric (1-x) 

Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 – x PbTiO3 (PZN-PT) was reported117. At room temperature, 

Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 is a relaxor ferroelectric with short-range-ordering rhombohedral symmetry 

while PbTiO3 is a normal ferroelectric with long-range-ordering tetragonal symmetry. It is 
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found that by increasing the PbTiO3 content, the relaxor-behaving PZN-PT slowly transforms 

into a normal ferroelectric118. Meanwhile, the short-range ordering at a low PbTiO3 content 

converts to long-range ordering at a high PbTiO3 content, leading to a reduction in phase 

transition diffuseness and dielectric relaxation. 

In 1997, relaxor-based ferroelectrics PZN-PT and PMN-PT with compositions situated 

near the MPB were reported to exhibit a giant electric-field-inducing strain of up to 1.7%, with 

an ultrahigh electromechanical coupling factor of (k33)>94%, and piezoelectric coefficients of 

(d33) > ~ 2500 pC/N6. These excellent behaviours have attracted much attention and extensive 

investigations have been carried out on relaxor-based ferroelectrics that are near the MPB over 

the past few decades. 

1.2.1.1. Morphotropic phase boundary 

Originally, ‘morphotropic’ was used to describe the phase transition that occurred 

through changing composition. Today, the term is mainly used for the common compositional 

boundary, the ‘MPB’, that separates two structural phases—the tetragonal and the 

rhombohedral phases—in ferroelectric materials119, 120. It was found that the transition phases 

near the MPB are unstable and sensitive to external stimuli—such as external electric fields, 

stress and heat—resulting in an ultrahigh piezoelectric constant and an electromechanical 

coupling factor. The compositional MPB is different for different ferroelectrics. Solid solution 

ferroelectric materials (1-x)PbZrO3–xPbTiO3(PZT) have been widely studied10, 31, 121. Above 

the Curie temperature, PZT possesses a paraelectric phase. Below the Curie temperature, 

ferroelectric phases, which comprise two crystal structures with different amounts of PbTiO3, 

are achieved. The ferroelectric phase in the PbZrO3-rich area is of rhombohedral symmetry 

while the ferroelectric phase in the PbTiO3-rich area is of tetragonal symmetry. The MPB 

between these two ferroelectric phases is located at the composition x ≈ 0.48. PZT ferroelectric 

materials with compositions near the MPB can allow the two phases (rhombohedral and 
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tetragonal) to coexist, which enhances the capability of transition between the two phases. 

Therefore, the best performance of the piezoelectric constant d33 = ~ 223 pC/N and the 

electromechanical coupling factor k33 = ~ 67% is found in PZT with a composition that is near 

to the MPB. 

In some ferroelectrics such as PZT single crystals, the MPB is insensitive to temperature, 

while in other relaxor-based ferroelectrics, the compositional MPB depends strongly on 

temperature. Investigations have showed that the dielectric and pyroelectric properties of 

(1−x)PMN−xPT solid solutions vary across the MPB compositions x = 0.275-0.4122. 

Many studies have been conducted to further reveal the features of MPBs. Since the space 

groups of the tetragonal phase (P4mm) with the polar axis along <001>c and the rhombohedral 

phase (R3m) with the polar axis along <111>c are not symmetry related, a continuous-phase 

transition theory—the ‘bridging theory’—was proposed to explain the phase transformation 

from tetragonal to rhombohedral123-125. Here, the subscript ‘c’ indicates that the 

crystallographic orientation refers to the cubic crystal structure. The bridging theory suggests 

that the transition from tetragonal to rhombohedral phase occurs via a monoclinic phase. 

Initially, the monoclinic phase31, 126 was calculated to be non-existent, since the ferroelectric 

perovskite can be described by sixth-order free energy without considering the monoclinic 

phase127. Another typical theory, ferroelectric adaptive phase theory128, 129, suggests that 

monoclinic phases, consisting of the miniaturisation of stress-accommodating tetragonal 

phases, are micro-averaged tetragonal phases. Later, calculations showed that an eighth-order 

free-energy expansion can generate three possible M phases, including MA, MB and Mc, 

between the rhombohedral, tetragonal and orthorhombic phases130. The rotation paths of MA, 

MB and Mc are shown in Figure 1-6. 
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Investigation of a homogeneous PZT single-crystal sample using high-resolution x-ray 

diffraction showed that a monoclinic phase existed between the tetragonal and rhombohedral 

phases in a narrow composition range131. The monoclinic phase with the space group of Cm is 

a subgroup of P4mm and R3m132. The polar axis of the monoclinic phase is close to the <111>c 

direction, which serves as a ‘bridge’ between the tetragonal and rhombohedral phases. Another 

experiment using high-resolution x-ray diffraction to study poled PZT in the vicinity of the 

MPB showed fruitful results133. It revealed that the piezoelectric elongation of the tetragonal 

and rhombohedral unit cells does not occur in polar directions, but in other directions associated 

with the monoclinic distortion. Ever since the discovery of the monoclinic bridging theory, 

more efforts have been made to understand the origin of this phase. 

 

 

Figure 1-6 A schematic drawing of the rotation paths of MA, MB and Mc 
134

. Phase 

transformation from T (tetragonal) to O (orthorhombic), from O to R (rhombohedral) and 

from T to R is via MA, MB and MC paths respectively. 
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1.2.1.2. Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-33%PbTiO3 

(1-x)PMN-xPT solid solution single crystal is a typical relaxor-based ferroelectric 

comprised of relaxor ferroelectric PMN and normal ferroelectric PT135, 136. The phase of this 

material at room temperature depends significantly on the composition x. The phase diagram 

of (1−x)PMN−xPT single-crystal solid solution is shown in Figure 1-7137, 138. 

According to the phase diagram, the MPB of the (1-x)PMN-xPT single crystal is located 

at a compositional range of 0.30 < × < 0.35. A mixture of the monoclinic, rhombohedral and 

tetragonal phases can be observed in the PMN-33PT single crystal at room temperature. A 

monoclinic phase possesses different angles of polarisation rotation which can be easily 

triggered by applying external stimuli. The polarisation vector of the monoclinic phase can 

rotate continuously under different external stimuli. 

It is believed that the easily polarised, rotation-induced structural deformation in the 

PMN-33PT single crystal is the origin of the enhanced electromechanical properties139-143. 

Research has shown that the shear piezoelectric constant d15 in PMN-33PT can achieve a very 

high value144. At the same time, the piezoelectric constant d33 and the electromechanical 

coupling factor k33 are ultrahigh, reaching d33 ≈ 2820 pC/N and k33 ≈ 94% in the [001] poled 

single-crystal PMN-33PT—figures five times higher than those of the best modified PZT 

ceramics6. The easily polarised rotation induced by the external electric field through different 

paths generates significant strains through polarisation-strain coupling, resulting in significant 

piezoelectric properties for this material. Further, the phase transition from rhombohedral to 

tetragonal (or vice versa) induced by the electric field is another contributor to the ultrahigh 

electric-field-induced strain. 
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Figure 1-7 The phase diagram of (1−x)PMN−xPT 138. PMN-PT solid solution exists as a 

rhombohedral phase, a monoclinic phase and a tetragonal phase when x≤0.3, 0.3<x≤0.5 and 

0.5<x respectively. 

The comprehension and modelling of the structures of ferroelectrics, including domain 

structures, crystalline parameters to predict new structures and applications of ferroelectric 

materials, have become more prevalent in recent years126, 145, 146. These discoveries relied 

heavily on the unique features of polarisation orientation. The discoveries of different phases 

were initially made through the observation of different ferroelectric domains—rhombohedral, 

tetragonal and monoclinic domains—using an optical polarised microscope136, 147, 148. Later, 

these domain structures were distinguished in PMN-33PT using x-ray diffraction149 and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments126, 145, 150. 
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1.2.1.3. Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-38%PbTiO3 

Single crystalline Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–38%PbTiO3(PMN-38PT) has a composition that 

falls outside of the MPB separating the tetragonal phase and the rhombohedral phase. At room 

temperature, PMN-38PT exhibits the tetragonal phase151, consisting of 90° ferroelastic 

domains and 180° ferroelectric domains as shown in Figure 1-8. As the tetragonal phase only 

possesses polarisation direction along <001>c, the 90° ferroelastic domain walls are situated 

along <011>c, while the 180° ferroelectric domain walls are located along <001>c. Although 

PMN-38PT possesses a much smaller piezoelectric constant and electromechanical coupling 

factor than PMN-33PT, it is a better candidate for studying the domain switching dynamic by 

applying external stimuli as a consequence of its simple tetragonal structure at room 

temperature. The response of the tetragonal phase to external stimuli will be discussed in 

Chapters 5 and 6. 

 

Figure 1-8 A typical TEM image of different domain/domain-wall structures in a PMN-38PT 

sample. Black arrows indicate 180° ferroelectric domain walls, while red arrows indicate 90° 

ferroelastic domain walls. 

1.2.2. Multiferroic materials-YMnO3 

In the mid-nineteenth century, James Clerk Maxwell presented the now well-known 

Maxwell’s equations regarding the dynamic relationship between electric and magnetic 
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fields152. Two independent phenomena, electric fields and magnetic fields, are intrinsically 

coupled together. Naturally, the origin of ferromagnetism153 results from the ordering of 

electron spins in incomplete ionic shells while ferroelectricity comes from the shift-in-ions-

induced electric dipoles. Maxwell’s equations explain the similarities between the ferroelectric 

and the ferromagnetic—a milestone in the comprehension of the origins of ferroelectricity and 

ferromagnetism. 

Multiferroic materials are known as materials comprised of ferromagnetism, 

ferroelectricity and ferroelasticity154, 155. Resulting from controlling spins by the variation of 

electric fields and charges, the coupling of ferromagnetism and ferroelectricity can be applied 

to many novel multifunctional devices, such as high-density memory devices156, 157. 

ReMnO3 (where Re is rare earth and Re = Ho, Lu, Y and Sc) is among the materials 

belonging to the multiferroic family. The hexagonal manganites in ReMnO3 present 

ferroelectricity because of the size mismatch between Re and Mn, which induces a 

trimerisation structural phase transition158-160. Hexagonal ReMnO3 exhibits ferroelectric 

domains coupled with antiferromagnetic domains when a magnetic transition occurs below the 

ferromagnetic-transition temperature. At the same time, the ferroelectric domains are also 

found to be coupled with structural domains in the hexagonal ReMnO3
161

. 

The multiferroic YMnO3
158, 161, 162 is one member of the ReMnO3 family. The crystal 

structure of YMnO3 is shown in Figure 1-9. The YMnO3 possesses a hexagonal structure 

consisting of a non-connected layer of MnO5 trigonal bipyramids corner-linked by in-plane 

oxygen ions and forming close-packed planes separated by a layer of Y3+ ions with apical 

oxygen ions158, 163. The length of the yttrium-in-plane oxygen bonds is 0.285 nm, while the 

length of the Manganese-in-plane O bonds is 0.204 nm and the length of the Manganese-apical 

oxygen bonds is 0.190 nm. 
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Figure 1-9 The crystal structure of YMnO3. The yellow, brown and blue colours represent 

the Y, Mn and O ions respectively. The black arrows represent the ion displacement 

directions 161. 

Single-crystal YMnO3 has a Curie temperature of 914K, over which the YMnO3 shows 

a paraelectric P63/mmc phase158. In the paraelectric phase, all ions are constrained to planes 

and the {0001} planes run parallel to the ab plane of the lattice. Below the Curie temperature, 

the paraelectric phase transforms into a ferroelectric P63cm phase. Therefore, the YMnO3 is a 

ferroelectric material at room temperature. The first change from the paraelectric phase to the 

ferroelectric phase is the buckling of the MnO5 bipyramids, which shortens the c axis164. As a 

result of the buckling, apical oxygen ions shift in-plane towards the yttrium-apical oxygen 

bonds. Yttrium ions also shift away from the ab plane, but retain their distance from the apical 

oxygen constantly. This results in the shortening of two yttrium-in-plane oxygen bonds from 

0.28 nm to 0.23nm and in the increasing of the others to 0.34 nm158. This displacement of the 
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ions leads to a net electric polarisation. This net electric polarisation distorts the yttrium ions 

upward and downward along the c axis, resulting in 180° ferroelectric domains in the material. 

This crystallographic domain pattern with six domains emerging from one point, 

resembling a cloverleaf pattern, can be found in the YMnO3 single crystal165-168. Three types 

of antiphase domains, named α, β and γ, are found in the YMnO3 and are alternatively separated 

by two types of antiphase domain boundaries (APB)–APBI and APBII. The formation of 

different antiphase domains is caused by the in-plane shifting of ions. Combined with two 180° 

ferroelectric domains, a cloverleaf pattern with six domains α+, β-, γ+, α-, β+, γ- is formed as 

shown in Figure 1-10. The distorted yttrium ions are simultaneously compensated for at the 

APBs and ferroelectric domain boundaries, which are energetically favoured169. Therefore, the 

APBs and ferroelectric domain boundaries are mutually interlocked. 

 

 

Figure 1-10 A dark-field TEM image shows six domains emerging from one point 161. 
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1.3. Polarisation switching kinetics under different external stimuli 

Thermodynamic theory suggests that the Gibbs free energy G determines the stability of 

a phase170, 171. If one phase has lower G than the other, this phase is more stable. To initiate 

phase transformation, the energy difference between the original phase A and the resulting 

phase B, ∆G = GA-GB, should be positive. Generally, the Gibbs free energy of each phase is a 

function of some thermodynamic variables, including electric field, magnetic field, mechanical 

loading, strain gradient, temperature, chemical composition and external pressure170. Therefore, 

phase transformation can result from a change in these variables. 

1.3.1. Mechanical stimulation 

While all ferroelectric materials are pyroelectric and piezoelectric materials, some 

ferroelectrics are also ferroelastic materials, in which the order parameter is associated with 

strain172-174. The role of strain in ferroelectric behaviour, such as ferroelectric switching and 

ferroelastic switching, is an essential aspect of ferroelectric sensors and actuators175-177. When 

mechanical loading is applied to a ferroelastic material, a non-Hookean hysteresis strain–stress 

curve will be observed. Such an elastic hysteresis shows the effect of polarisation switching 

between different ferroelastic states by mechanical loading. The first elastic hysteresis loop 

was reported in 1976 for the material Pb3(PO4)2
170, 178. Different ferroelastic states in Pb3(PO4)2 

result from the displacement of Pb inside its oxygen coordination by external stress179-181. Pb 

has short chemical bonds with two O atoms and it has long bonds with the other four O atoms. 

Such bonding structures between Pb and O atoms decrease the symmetry of the Pb3(PO4)2 

crystal from a trigonal structure to a monoclinic structure, generating different orientation strain 

states by varying the orientation of short bonds. 

While the study of macroscopic behaviour showed a nonlinear hysteresis for the phase 

transition under mechanical loading, the mechanism behind this behaviour is attributed to 

polarisation and the domain-wall motion182, 183. Ferroelastic domain switching involves the 
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rearrangement of domains by applying external mechanical stress. Such switching associating 

non-180° domains is accompanied by stress. 

However, phase transformation by applying external mechanical loading cannot be 

confirmed and many factors which affect the polarisation switching kinetics cannot be 

understood without microscopic observation of direct polarisation reversal184. Some techniques, 

including polarised light microscopy185, 186, piezoresponse force microscopy183, 187, scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM)188, 189 and TEM190, have been used to observe in-situ polarisation 

switching behaviour under external mechanical loading. 

Piezoresponse force microscopy is a contact mode technique in which piezoelectric 

deformation is caused by applying voltage to a silicon nitride probe tip. An external electric 

field produced by an AC voltage bias can be directly applied by the scanning tip of the PFM 

for in-situ stimulating and imaging. The converse piezoelectric effect results from mechanical 

vibration, contributing to the contrasting morphologies of the polarisation domains. Kwanlae 

et al.183 reported an in-situ compression test on a PZT ceramic with coexisting tetragonal and 

rhombohedral phases using a piezoresponse force microscope. Ferroelastic domain switching 

processes including the overwriting of lamellate-like domains were reported, confirming that 

the switching processes follow a positive work principle. Reichmann et al.189 demonstrated a 

different ferroelastic switching mechanism in a polycrystalline BaTiO3 sample. Phase 

transition with a banded twin structure changing to lamellar twinning was reported, suggesting 

the strong effect of grain orientation on domain switching kinetics. Gao et al.190 reported 90° 

ferroelastic switching in a tetragonal PZT thin film using a TEM. Defects at the film/substrate 

interface were found to impede the mobility of domain walls under mechanical excitation. 

Recent research has proposed that ferroelectric material possesses flexoelectricity80, 191, 

192. Flexoelectricity is a property of the mechanical-loading-induced electric field owing to the 
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strain gradient of dielectric material. Lee et al.192 showed that a strain gradient creates a strong 

imprint in the uniaxial direction and breaks inversion symmetry, generating an electric field 

from lattice deformations. Lu et al.80 demonstrated that the strain gradient generated by the tip 

of an atomic force microscope can mechanically switch the polarisation of the nanoscale 

volume of a ferroelectric film. This work indicates that mechanical loading can also be used to 

induce 180° ferroelectric switching. 

In summary, mechanical stimulation induces both 90° and 180° domain switching, 

providing uniform strain and strain gradient respectively. The domain switching process can 

be changed or impeded by various factors, including crystalline defects, crystalline orientation 

and material composition. 

1.3.2. Electric fields 

Polarisation in ferroelectric materials can be redirected and forced to align to a specific 

direction by applying an external electric field175, 193. Such polarisation switching is the origin 

of electric-field-induced phase transformation. 

In the macroscopic view, the application of an electric field gives rise to the electric-

polarisation hysteresis loop42, 43. The hysteresis loop assists in understanding how the applied 

electric field affects polarisation. When changing the strength of the applied electric field, the 

magnitude of the polarisation also changes allowing the remnant polarisation, coercive field 

and other electromechanical properties to be revealed10. 

The hysteresis loop changes with the direction of the external electric field relative to its 

crystalline orientation, suggesting that the polarisation switching process depends on the 

relationship between the crystallographic orientation and the direction of the applied external 

electric field. For example, for PMN-PT rhombohedral-phase single crystals, poling along 

[001]c results in a giant piezoelectric strain constant of d33 ≈ 3000 pC/N and a superior 
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electromechanical coupling factor of k33 > 90%144. When the poling direction is along [011]c, 

large transverse and shear piezoelectric properties (d32 and k32) are achieved194. Changing the 

poling direction to [111]c results in a significant shear piezoelectric strain coefficient of d15 ≈ 

4000 pC/N and an electromechanical coupling factor of k15 > 80%143. These remarkable 

properties achieved by different poling directions are caused by the various polarisation 

rotation pathways. Initially, the rhombohedral-phase single crystal possesses polarisation along 

the eight <111>c directions. When an external electric field is applied along the [001]c, 

polarisation is forced to rotate from <111>c towards [001]c via either the MA or the MC phase, 

contributing to high levels of d33 and k33. The transverse and shear properties d32 and k32 

benefit from polarisation rotation from [111]c to [011]c via the MB phase for electrical poling 

along [011]c. Nevertheless, a rhombohedral-phase material can be polarised into a single 

domain state without phase transformation if the electric field is applied along [111]c, resulting 

in excellent shear electromechanical properties. 

Extensive efforts have been made to explore the effects of electric fields on ferroelectric 

material domain structures and diverse phenomena have been reported. These included the 

following investigations: (i) In-situ polarised light microscopy was used to show the 

polarisation directions and the positions of switched domains under electric field excitation195, 

which closely adhered to the theoretical predictions for PMN-38%PT single crystals. (ii) An 

experiment on direct 180° ferroelectric switching that was conducted by applying AC voltage 

bias to a PZT thin film using atomic force microscopy196 showed that no strain energy is 

associated with the ferroelectric switching that exhibits direct 180° polarisation redirection. (iii) 

Research197 showed the voltage-controlled reversible creation and the annihilation of nanoscale 

non-180° ferroelastic switching without a synchronised ferroelectric 180° switching of the 

surrounding c-domain matrix in a PZT thin film using piezoelectric force microscopy. (iv) An 

in-situ investigation198 reported a direct 180° ferroelectric switching along the [111] electric-
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poling direction of a PZT thin film, while 180° ferroelectric switching as a result of successful 

ferroelastic switching was observed along [001] and [011]. (v) A retention loss (polarisation 

reversal) in PZT thin films after the retraction of the electric field was reported199. Further, the 

paper claimed that the capability of ferroelectric domain reversal is affected by the existence 

of defects in the thin-film/substrate interface that was observed using TEM. 

These different reported phenomena about the effects of electric fields on ferroelectric 

materials suggested that polarisation switching kinetics is complicated and is affected by a 

number of factors, including electrostatics energy, domain (wall) energy, substrate constraint, 

crystal orientation and crystalline defects. 

1.3.3. Heating 

While normal ferroelectrics have a fixed temperature at the permittivity maximum, 

relaxor ferroelectrics have a diffuse temperature range of permittivity maximums with specific 

frequency dispersions. The temperature of the permittivity maximum—Tmax—increases with 

the measurement frequency and the relationship is mathematically represented by the Vogel-

Fulcher relation200, 201: 

𝜔 = 𝜔0𝑒
−𝐸0

𝑘(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑇𝑓) 

Here, ω is the measured frequency, ω0 is the pre-exponential factor ~ 1013 Hz, E0 is the 

activation energy, k is the Boltzmann constant, Tmax is the temperature of the permittivity 

maxima and Tf is the freezing temperature upon which a frustrated polar-domain state forms202-

205. 

The dielectric properties, reflected in the domain motion dynamic, are closely related to 

the temperature of ferroelectrics. Therefore, it is essential to study domain switching kinetics 

at various temperatures using in-situ techniques. 
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The domain dynamics of relaxor materials around the freezing temperature were reported 

by Craig et al.200 using in-situ TEM. They found that the macro-domain structure changed to a 

micro-domain structure when the temperature was heated above Tf. When the temperature was 

higher than Tmax, the diffraction contrast between the domains was lost because of high thermal 

energy introducing disorder to the system through polarisation fluctuations. The disappearance 

of diffraction contrast above Tmax was not expected and required further in-situ investigation. 

The domain switching dynamic under electric poling is also temperature dependent. Mulvihill 

et al.206 reported the domain dynamic upon cooling when a constant electric field was applied 

to relaxor ferroelectric single crystals. They found that the domain density decreased 

significantly with decreasing temperature. 

These reports indicate the capacity for changing domain morphology, domain switching 

kinetics and internal system energy by applying heat flow to ferroelectric materials. 

1.4. Outstanding issues to be addressed by this thesis 

As seen from the literature review, ferroelectric materials demonstrate many remarkable 

properties, including hysteresis under different external stimuli, which can be used in various 

advanced applications. To utilise these properties for devices, it is essential to explore the 

mechanism behind the hysteresis behaviour—domain switching kinetics—by applying 

different external stimuli. However, the understanding of the domain switching kinetics is still 

limited. Local polarisation in ferroelectric/ferroelastic materials can be redirected through the 

application of external stimuli. Polarisation switching occurs as a consequence of particularly 

inhomogeneous nucleation and the growth of differently oriented domains. Domain switching 

kinetics is influenced by combined external stimuli, including electric fields, mechanical 

loading, heating and the existence of different types of defects such as interfaces, vacancies 

and dislocations. These influences on domain switching kinetics will either benefit ferroelectric 

properties, which will be introduced in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 or cause various problems in the 
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application of ferroelectric devices. Therefore, comprehensive understanding of how domain 

switching kinetics is affected by external stimuli and defects is of significant importance to 

ferroelectric devices. It is necessary to explore the various factors that can affect the kinetics. 

As such, to comprehensively understand the kinetics and observe the structure–property 

relationship in real time, further investigations of ferroelectric materials using different in-situ 

techniques are necessary. 

Reversible manipulation of ferroelectric domains at nanoscale resolutions will 

significantly enhance the electronic memory storage density and the ability for frequent 

rewriting in thin-film ferroelectric devices. Ferroelectric domain manipulation can be achieved 

using techniques that apply heat, mechanical stress or electric bias. Although increasing 

temperature159, 207 and applying strain190, both introduce additional energy that may lead to 

atomic redistribution; thus, it is difficult to use the two methods for precise ferroelectric domain 

manipulation. Applying an external electric field is the easiest way to manipulate ferroelectric 

domains at an ambient temperature. However, the contact mode causes serious abrasion of the 

probe tip and the ferroelectric materials208. In my study, I propose to use a high-energy electron 

beam with an omnidirectional electric field for non-contact, nanoscale ferroelectric domain 

manipulation. My investigation suggests that a local accumulation of trapped charges 

contributes to the local omnidirectional electric field that determines domain configurations. 

The results also indicate that caution is needed in the electron microscopy investigation of 

ferroelectric domain structures to avoid any artificial effect caused by electron-beam 

illumination. 

In ferroelectric memory devices, the existence of ferroelectric and ferroelastic 

backswitching causes significant data loss and thus affects the reliability of data storage. 

Therefore, it is vital to find a way to overcome this long-standing problem. In my study, I 

conduct in-situ experiments to propose an approach that takes advantage of the mechanically 
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reversible and irreversible states of ferroelastic domain configurations for advanced bit writing 

and reading for non-volatile memories. Because this approach does not consider the 

ferroelectric domain polarisation direction, it overcomes the backswitching problem and 

broadens the types of ferroelectric materials for non-volatile memory applications. 

Understanding ferroelectric domain switching behaviour under electrical loading is 

extremely important for the application of ferroelectrics in memories, actuators and 

nanoelectronic devices. Mechanical loading is expected to significantly affect domain 

switching kinetics under electrical loading. Therefore, the application of mechanical loading 

during electrical poling adds one more degree of freedom for domain manipulation and 

provides an appealing possibility for extensively improving ferroelectric device performance. 

Since polarisation switching usually occurs in nanoscale domains, to reveal the mechanisms 

behind the observed macroscopic behaviours, it is critical to understand at the microscopic 

level how combined external stimulations affect domain switching kinetics. In my study, I 

combine in-situ microscopy characterisation and phase-field modelling to reveal the nature of 

domain switching under electrical loading with and without mechanical loading in ferroelectric 

single crystals. 

In various types of applications, ferroelectric materials are often subjected to different 

levels of mechanical loading, either intentionally in the design of a device itself or 

unintentionally by environmental stresses. Several studies209, 210 have found that by changing 

the applied stress from compression to tension, the remnant polarisation increases and the 

coercive field decreases, while other studies211 have shown opposite results. Comprehensive 

understanding of dynamic microscopic structure and domain kinetic behaviours is essential to 

resolve the controversy resulting from these conflicting reports. However, the mechanism 

behind domain switching kinetics under mechanical loading remains unclear because of the 

difficulty of extracting microscopic details in both mechanical compression and tension 
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experiments. Here, I conduct in-situ straining TEM experiments to explore ferroelastic domain 

switching kinetics by applying mechanical compression and tension to ferroelectric single 

crystals for a large stress range extending from lower to higher than the coercive field. The 

results provide significant new insights into polarisation switching kinetics and expand our 

fundamental comprehension of domain behaviour. 
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Chapter 2  

 

Experimental techniques 

 

 

2.1.  Brief history of electron microscopy 

In 1925, French physicist de Broglie proposed that microcosmic particles possess both 

wave-like characteristics and particle characteristics212. He suggested that wave–particle 

duality exists in multiple kinds of matter, including visible light, microcosmic motive 

substances and electromagnetic waves. Because the wavelength of high-energy electrons is 

much shorter than visible light, electrons were first considered for imaging small objects that 

are invisible under visible light. In 1926, German physicist Busch developed a theory213, 214 

that claimed that a symmetric-axis magnetic field could potentially be used to change the 

kinetic path of electron flow. This is the original idea of utilising magnetic fields as electron 

lenses to diverge (or converge) electron flows (electron beams). 

Knoll and Ruska built the first TEM in Berlin in 1932215. It possessed an accelerating 

voltage of 70 kV and a magnification of only 12X. Although the magnification was not 

comparable to that of an optical microscope, the invention paved the way for using a magnetic 

lens and an electron beam for imaging. A more powerful TEM was built by Ruska one year 

later216. An image of fibres under 10,000X magnification was obtained, indicating that the 

electron microscope possesses a better magnification than the optical microscope. The first 

commercial TEM—model Metropolitan-Vickers EM1—was manufactured in the UK in 1936. 
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The development of the SEM was not as easy as that of the TEM. The first theory and 

idea for building an SEM was developed by Knoll in 1935217. However, it was not until 1965 

that the first commercial SEM was manufactured. Thereafter, the development of the 

technology and resolution of the SEM progressed much more rapidly than before. 

The wave theory of substance was developed by Schrodinger218 and Heisenberg219 in the 

early twentieth century. Since then, scientists have used the Schrodinger equation to solve 

problems with the fast-scattered electron beam. Among these scientists, Bethe220 successfully 

developed a theory to interpret contrasting dynamic diffraction images using the Schrodinger 

equation. 

Today, the function of electron microscopes has enormously improved as they are in high 

demand by various disciplines. With state-of-the-art electron microscopes, it is now possible 

to comprehensively explore the mechanisms behind macroscopic phenomena. 

2.2. Introduction to electron microscopy techniques 

The principle of electron microscopy is based on the interaction between high-energy 

electrons and materials. When an electron beam passes through a specimen, different types of 

interaction products, including auger electrons, backscattered electrons, secondary electrons 

and characteristic x-rays, are generated. This interaction is schematically drawn in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1 Interaction between an electron beam and a specimen. 

 

2.2.1. Scanning electron microscopy 

Scientists can acquire structural and compositional information by collecting and 

analysing electron–specimen interaction products. In SEM, backscattered electrons and 

secondary electrons are used for imaging to acquire structural information and the surface 

morphology of materials while characteristic x-rays are collected for compositional analysis221, 

222. 

A typical SEM has a complicated structure that generally consists of several important 

parts including a vacuum system, an electron gun, magnetic lenses, various signal detectors, a 

sample stage and a control system. The principle of an SEM is schematically shown in Figure 

2-2. Electrons are generated from an electron filament and accelerated through the voltage 

difference between a cathode and an anode in the electron gun. A high-energy focused electron 

beam is then formed by focusing the electrons through a series of magnetic lenses. After 

passing through the scanning coils, the electron beam is directed onto the specimen. 
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Figure 2-2 The working principle of an SEM 223. 

 

When the electron beam interacts with a specimen on the surface, some secondary 

electrons are generated. These secondary electrons are weakly bound, conduction-band 

electrons that possess relatively low energy. Some secondary electrons are absorbed by the 

specimen, while others escape from the specimen’s surface. The escaped secondary electrons 

that carry information about the sample surface will then be captured by a secondary electron 

detector that is located 52° from the angle of the microscopic column. The collected secondary 

electrons contain information about the surface morphology of the specimen, which can be 

seen from the image variation. As the generation of secondary electrons’ signal is affected by 

the topography of the specimen surface, the edges of the sample surface produce more 

secondary electrons, which make them brighter than other parts of the image. 

SEM possesses a large depth of field that allows for the acceptable focus range of the 

sample. Within this focus range, different lengths of depth can be focused at the same time. 

Taking advantage of the large depth of field, the SEM can be used to take three-dimensional 

images for some materials with nanoscale dimensions. 
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2.2.2. Focused ion beam 

Electrons that are used for imaging in the SEM and TEM are not the only sources that 

can be accelerated and focused by electric and magnetic fields. Ions, which are atoms with net 

positive or negative electrical charges arising from unequal numbers of total electrons and 

protons, can also be accelerated and focused by electric and magnetic fields. The mass of the 

lightest ion is almost 2000 times higher than that of an electron, while the heaviest ion can be 

500,000 times heavier. While the relatively light-weight electrons can result in the emission of 

secondary electrons by interacting with the sample surface, heavy ions can be used to directly 

modify or mill the specimen surface by sputtering atoms or molecules from the surface. By 

carefully controlling the parameters of an ion beam, precise nanoscale milling is possible to 

perform. Further, when an ion beam interacts with a sample surface, secondary electrons are 

generated to allow for the production of high-spatial-resolution images. 

The focused ion beam (FIB) technique has been widely used in material science and 

technological applications over the past decade because of its high-resolution imaging and 

nanomachining capabilities224. Most commercial FIBs supplement the Ga-ion’s FIB column 

with an additional SEM column to form a dual-beam platform (FIB-SEM) for simultaneous 

electron-beam imaging, electron-beam deposition and ion-beam milling. The first FIB 

instrument was developed based on the field-ion microscope224 and advanced high-resolution 

liquid-metal ion sources. Later, FIB was used for mask and circuit repair in the semiconductor 

industry of the 1980s. FIB has been used in research laboratories since the 1990s. 

The liquid-metal ion source is the most widely used ion source type in commercial FIB 

systems225. Among all liquid-metal ion sources, the Ga-based blunt needle source is widely 

used because of its relatively low melting temperature and high stability. The working principle 

of the FIB system is illustrated in Figure 2-3. When ions are generated by the gun, they are 

trained to a beam and focused on the sample using a condenser and an objective lens. By 
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switching different beam-defining apertures, the beam diameter and current can be chosen. The 

imaging resolution and machining precision are determined by the size and shape of the beam 

intensity profile—in most cases, the smaller the beam diameter, the higher the resolution and 

milling precision. After the interaction between the ion beam and the specimen, the emitted 

secondary electrons, x-rays and sputtered particles can be collected for imaging purposes. 

Electrons from the electron beam in the FIB-SEM system or the secondary electrons 

generated by the beam–specimen interaction can be used to crack hydrocarbon precursor gases, 

resulting in electron deposition in some conductive material, including tungsten, platinum and 

carbon224. This local deposition of conductive material allows for an in-situ lift-out technique 

for micro/nano manipulation in the FIB-SEM chamber, which makes the FIB instrument more 

functional for materials scientists. 

2.2.3. Transmission electron microscopy 

There are normally five important parts in a commercial TEM: power supply, vacuum, 

lighting, imaging and recording systems. The basic principle of the TEM is similar to that of 

the optical microscope, though the light source is electrons instead of the visible light used for 

the TEM. The resolution of an optical microscope (~200 nm) is determined by the wavelength 

of the light source. Compared with visible light, high-energy electrons possess much shorter 

wavelengths, providing theoretically ultrahigh resolution for the TEM of smaller than ~ 0.1 nm. 

Owing to the ultrahigh resolution, the TEM has arguably become the most powerful structural 

characterisation tool for material science and engineering226. 
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Figure 2-3 The working principle of a FIB 227. 
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In the lighting system, electrons are generated by an electron gun. Electron sources that 

are used in the electron gun can be either thermionic sources or field-emission sources. 

Generated electrons are accelerated by voltages ranging from 80–1000 kV in the gun, forming 

high-energy electron flows. By travelling past the condenser lens, the high-energy electron 

flow is refined to an electron beam and focused onto the specimen. To enable electrons to 

forward scatter and/or transmit through the specimen, a thin specimen thickness of less than a 

few hundred nanometres is usually required for conventional TEM imaging, while high-

resolution TEM imaging necessitates a thickness of smaller than 100 nm. By detecting the 

forward scattering and/or transmitting electrons, structural information for the specimen can 

be attained. After passing through the specimen, the electron beam is focused by the objective 

lens and magnified by the intermediate lens. The image and diffraction pattern are then 

projected onto the imaging screen. 

In addition to imaging the real space of the specimen, information about crystal structures 

from the reciprocal space is also captured through electron diffractions. In modern TEMs, the 

imaging mode and the diffraction mode can be easily substituted for one another. Figure 2-4 

illustrates the electron paths for both the imaging and the diffraction modes. 

Two special planes, the back focal plane and the image plane, form in the TEM column. 

The diffraction pattern is located on the back focal plane, which contains structural information 

about materials in the reciprocal space. An objective aperture can be used to allow one (or 

several) of the scattered beams to pass through for imaging. A dark-field image is formed using 

a scattered beam. A bright-field image is formed using the transmitted beam. An area of interest 

consisting of desired information can be selected by inserting an intermediate aperture. A 

subsequently obtained diffraction pattern is termed the selected area’s electron diffraction 

pattern. Finally, an image or an electron diffraction pattern can be seen on the viewing screen 
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after the object in the image plane or the back focal plane has been magnified by the projection 

lens. 

 

 

Figure 2-4 The electron paths for the imaging and the diffraction modes in a TEM. 
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Photographic films were once used to record images. Today, images can be observed and 

recorded by a high-resolution charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. By using a state-of-the-

art CCD camera, in-situ TEM experimental processes can be video recorded to understand the 

dynamic structural evolution of materials under various conditions. 

While TEM has been a powerful tool for the structural characterisation of materials and 

biological specimens, a number of problems exist in the current TEM system. The preparation 

of TEM samples is a time-consuming process because the sample thickness is usually restricted 

to less than a few hundred nanometres. Within this thickness range, most oxide materials, 

including multiferroic materials, can easily be destroyed. Special precaution is required to 

avoid physical and chemical destruction during the sample preparation process. In addition, 

structures and/or chemical compositions that are sensitive to the electron beam can be altered 

or damaged by overexposure. 

2.2.4. Scanning transmission electron microscopy 

A scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM)228 combines the principles of 

SEM and TEM and can perform as either type of instrument. The state-of-the-art aberration-

corrected STEM is capable of providing information on elemental composition and electronic 

structures with ultrahigh resolution—it has the capacity to capture a single atom229, 230. The 

STEM can form a focused electron beam that scans across the sample and images by detecting 

electronic signals—which is similar to a SEM. However, contrary to that of SEM, the specimen 

used in STEM is a thin specimen, allowing for transmission modes when imaging and leading 

to improved spatial resolution. 

Different detectors in the STEM provide different complementary views of materials. 

One advantage of the STEM is that it has multiple detectors operating simultaneously to 

acquire the maximum possible amount of information. Compared with an SEM, which works 
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at relatively low voltages, an STEM operates at much higher accelerating voltages between 80 

and 300 kV. Increases in accelerating voltage lead to more successful specimen penetration 

and decreased electron wavelength, allowing for higher spatial resolution and for the 

observation of actual atomic configurations. 

The working principle of an aberration-corrected STEM is shown in Figure 2-5. After 

they are generated and accelerated by the electron gun, electrons are focused onto the specimen 

by condenser lenses and an objective lens. The electron beam scanned across the sample using 

a set of scan coils. An objective aperture is used to limit the maximum angle of the scanning 

electron beam. Several detectors are used simultaneously to provide different complementary 

information and to capture different signals for forming different types of STEM images. The 

annular dark-field detector is used to exclude the transmitted beam and to collect scattered 

electrons to form dark-field images. The post-specimen lenses outside the incident beam cone 

can be used to change the inner angle of the annular dark-field detector. Changing the inner 

angle enhances the contrast of the atomic-number-dependent image. Images produced by high-

angle scattered electrons, which are collected by the angle-changed annular dark-field detector, 

are called high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) images or Z-contrast images. 

HAADF images have been widely used to analyse crystal structures, domain structures 

and compositional variation in different materials because of their highly sensitive contrast to 

the average local atomic number165, 184, 231. 
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Figure 2-5 The working principle of a STEM 232. 

 

2.3. In-situ nanomechanical–electrical testing system 

To investigate and accurately analyse how domain switching kinetics is affected by 

external stress and bias and different types of crystalline defects, four essential requirements 

have to be satisfied233: (i) the nature of pre-existing defects has to be clearly characterised; (ii) 

accurate measurement of the time-forces displacement relationship is necessary for the 

investigation of the mechanical loading effect on domain switching kinetics; (iii) adequate 

accuracy of current and voltage measurements is needed to analyse the effect of external 
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electrical bias; and (iv) real-time structural observation of experimental processes for 

dynamical investigation is necessary. 

Many techniques have been used to investigate domain switching behaviours in 

ferroelectric/ferroelastic materials, including piezoresponse force microscopy234-236, polarised 

light microscopy195, 237, x-ray diffraction238 and time-resolved photoemission electron 

microscopy239. Recent advances in in-situ TEM techniques have allowed for direct 

investigation of domain switching kinetics with ultrahigh spatial and temporal resolution145, 184, 

190. With in-situ TEM techniques, it is now possible to simultaneously apply multiple types of 

external stimuli to ferroelectric/ferroelastic materials and to observe the corresponding 

polarisation switching behaviour in real time. 

The first in-situ deformation experiment using a contact probe in a TEM was conducted 

in 1970240. Following this, in-situ deformation techniques have developed rapidly and the 

actuated piezo-driven diamond indenter has been used routinely. Advanced depth-sensing 

transducers, accurate displacement-control feedback and the capability of connecting a 

conductive indentor to an electrical characterisation module have increased the sensitivity of 

deformation experiments and allowed for simultaneous electromechanical characterisation. 

Recently, miniature and commercialised in-situ TEM testing devices have been developed by 

Hysitron©
 and NanoFactory© and have been extensively used for in-situ TEM mechanical and 

electrical tests. 

2.3.1. The PI 95 PicoIndenter 

The PI 95 TEM PicoIndenter is the world’s first fully fledged depth-sensing indenter, 

developed by Hysitron, which allows for the real-time observation of electromechanical testing 

inside a TEM241. 
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The combination of a micro/nanomechanical testing system and a high-resolution TEM 

facilitates observation of the mechanical responses of ferroelectric materials at 

micro/nanoscales as well as the time synchronisation between load-displacement curves and 

their corresponding structural evolutions. This powerful capacity makes it possible to realise 

real-time observation of domain switching kinetics under external mechanical loading. The 

successful integration of the PI 95 PicoIndenter with an electrical characterisation module 

(ECM) even provides a solution for simultaneous in-situ mechanical and electrical loadings. 

The Hysitron PI 95 PicoIndenter TEM holder and an enlarged image of the front end are shown 

in Figure 2-6. Via a path between the conductive probe and the sample, an electrical bias can 

be applied for the continuous measurement of electrical signals as a function of the applied 

force to and the displacement of the probe. Such electrical testing can also be used to achieve 

a comprehensive understanding of the electromechanical properties of micro/nanostructures. 

 

 

Figure 2-6 The PI 95 TEM PicoIndenter holder241. 
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2.3.2. Push-to-pull device 

The potential applications of microscale/nanoscale ferroelastic materials have attracted 

considerable research interest. However, understanding the mechanical behaviours and 

ferroelastic domain switching mechanisms for such small-scale materials is no easy task 

because of the lack of appropriate techniques that can be applied in high-resolution 

microscopes. Compression testing—to gain better insight into mechanical behaviour using 

pillars or particles in an electron microscope—has been carried out in some research groups; 

however, there are few reports on tensile experiments in this area. To accommodate the 

requirements for the tensile testing of materials at small scales, a push-to-pull (PTP) device—

an in-situ tensile apparatus that is designed by Hysitron to work seamlessly with the PI 95 

PicoIndenter in TEM—is used. 

The PTP apparatus allows for quantitative tensile load-displacement measurement as 

well as simultaneously real-time imaging of microstructural evolution. It can also serve as a 

strain sensor and an energy buffer as well as a device for force calibration. 

Figure 2-7 shows an SEM image of a PTP device. In the figure, the ‘mobile’ part is 

connected to the ‘fixed’ part via four arms. A specimen is fixed on the gap between the ‘mobile’ 

and the ‘fixed’ platforms, as depicted within the red-coloured circle. By applying a 

compression force to the front end of the ‘mobile’ part, a tensile stress is applied to the 

specimen. 
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Figure 2-7 A SEM image of the PTP device. 

 

2.4. Specimen preparation for electron microscopy 

2.4.1. TEM specimen preparation 

Thin foil specimens are required for electron-beam transmission during TEM observation. 

A sample thickness of less than a few hundred nanometres for low-resolution TEM images and 

less than a hundred nanometres for high-resolution TEM imaging is necessary, as discussed in 

Section 2.2.3. 

For ferroelectric single-crystal TEM samples, an ion-beam thinning method is used. The 

specimen-preparation procedure is as follows: 

(i) Use a diamond scribe to cleave a sample into small pieces 1 mm wide and 3 mm 

long. Clean the cleaved specimen using acetone and ethanol to remove 

contamination on the specimen surface. 

100 µm 
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(ii) Fix a cleaved specimen to a tripod insert with the desired crystal orientation 

facing up and perpendicular to the tripod insert using superglue. Wait for 20 

minutes until the superglue is cured. Fix the tripod insert onto the tripod and 

adjust the angle of the tripod to ensure the top flat surface of the sample runs 

parallel to the surface of the grinding plate. Polish the specimen gradually with 

30 µm, 15 µm, 9 µm, 3 µm and 1 µm diamond lapping films and water until the 

scratches on the surface are minimised and the surface becomes as shiny as a 

mirror. Place the specimen into acetone to dismount it and clean the specimen 

with ethanol. 

(iii) Cleave a Si wafer to the same size as the tripod insert with a diamond scribe. 

Fix the Si wafer onto the tripod insert using superglue and wait for 20 minutes 

until it cures. Adjust the angle of the tripod and polish the Si wafer to ensure 

that the surface of the Si wafer runs parallel to the surface of the grinding plate. 

Fix the polished specimen onto the Si wafer using superglue with the polished 

side facing the wafer. Wait for a night to ensure that the superglue has perfectly 

cured. 

(iv) Adjust the angle of the tripod to polish to a wedge shape. Polish the specimen 

gradually using 30 µm, 15 µm, 9 µm, 3 µm and 1 µm diamond lapping films 

and water. Keep polishing until part of the specimen disappears. Dismount the 

sample using acetone and clean the sample properly using ethanol. Fix the 

specimen onto a copper ring using epoxy and leave overnight to cure. 

(v) Fix the specimen onto the stage of the Gatan 601 precise ion-beam polishing 

system. Fill the cooling chamber with liquid nitrogen to prevent damage or 

contamination that can be caused by the energy transformation during the 

thinning process. Set the Argon ion energy to 3.5 keV while maintaining the 
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current between 10 µA to 15 µA. Use a double beam with one gun positioned at 

the top and the other at the bottom. Set the inclination angle—the angle between 

the gun and the specimen surface—to seven degrees. The thinning duration 

depends on the sample thickness and will generally last for around three hours. 

After some materials from the edge of the specimen are removed, the specimen 

can be taken out for observation under the TEM. 

2.4.2. In-situ nanomechanical–electrical testing specimen preparation 

The Zeiss Auriga SEM-FIB dual-beam system is used for preparing in-situ 

nanomechanical–electrical testing specimens. The specimen-preparation procedure is as 

follows: 

(i) Mechanically polish a bulk specimen to a thickness of ~ 1 µm on its edges using 

the specimen-preparation procedures (i)–(iv) provided in Section 2.4.1. Fix the 

specimen onto a Pi 95 PicoIndenter TEM mount using carbon tape and fix the 

mount onto a 36° pretilt SEM stage with carbon tape and conductive silver 

paint. 

(ii) In the SEM-FIB dual-beam system, mill a long bar with dimensions of 70 µm × 

9 µm × 1 µm (length × width × height) from the thin edge of the specimen. 

Transfer the long specimen bar to a pre-cut copper platform using a tungsten 

manipulator. Use platinum deposition to fix the specimen bar onto the copper 

platform as shown in Figure 2-8. 
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Figure 2-8 An SEM image of the specimen setup on a copper platform. 

 

(iii) Coarse mill the pillars from the long bar using 30 kV and 50 nA to the 

dimensions of 2 µm  3 µm  0.4 µm (length  width  thickness). Between 

two neighbouring thin pillars, a thick pillar should be left that effectively 

prevents material redeposition from one pillar to another during the FIB 

processing. Fine mill the pillars using 10 kV and 10 nA to the dimensions of 2 

µm × 3 µm × 0.06 µm. 

2.5. Phase-field modelling 

Microstructures that are compositionally and structurally inhomogeneous will arise 

during the processing of materials. Microstructural evolution—including chemical reactions 

and phase transformation—is commonly observed in different material-related areas. In many 

situations, there exist phases with different compositions, structures (including different 

structural, electrical or magnetic domains), spatial distributions, grain orientations and 

structural defects in materials. Such structural variants normally possess nano-/microscale 

intermediate mesoscopic length scales. The physical properties of materials are determined by 

10 µm 
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microstructures that consist of different sizes, shapes and other spatially distributed structural 

features. 

Microstructural evolution takes place under different external stimuli such as electrical 

biases, mechanical loading, heating, cooling and magnetic fields. Evolution occurs to reduce 

the total free energy in a system, which includes elastic strain energy, interfacial energy, 

electrostatic energy and chemical free energy. Today, a number of approaches are used to 

model the microstructure evolution. A conventional approach is to treat regions that separate 

compositional or structural domains as mathematically sharp interfaces. The interfacial 

velocity of the sharp interface is used as part of the boundary conditions or calculated for 

interfacial mobility, which requires the tracking of the positions of the sharp interface. This 

approach is practical for one-dimensional systems, but impractical for three-dimensional 

microstructures. Recently, various types of microstructure evolutions have been modelled by a 

powerful method called the phase-field approach. 

The phase-field approach is based on the diffuse-interface theory that was developed by 

Van der Waals and Cahn and Hilliard242, 243. The famous continuum, the Cahn-Hilliard 

nonlinear diffusion equation244, and the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation245 are used 

to describe temporal microstructural evolutions in the phase-field approach. The phase-field 

approach describes the mesoscale microstructure phenomena and reveals sharp/thin interface 

information with a particular limit246. 

Today, phase-field models have been applied to many types of situations, including 

solidification247, solid-state phase transformation248, microstructure evolution under different 

external stimuli190, dislocation dynamics184 and crack propagation249. In these applications, the 

phase-field models treat both the structural/compositional information and the interfaces as a 

whole by using a number of field variables that are continuous across the interfacial regions. 
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Therefore, the interfaces are diffuse. Two types of field variables are used in phase-field models: 

conserved and non-conserved variables. The total free energy of a microstructure is then 

described by these conserved and non-conserved variables, as shown below242, 243, 250: 

𝐹 = ∫[𝑓(𝑐1, 𝑐2, 𝑐3, … , 𝑐𝑛−1, 𝑐𝑛, 𝜂1, 𝜂2, 𝜂3, … , 𝜂𝑝−1, 𝜂𝑝)

+∑𝛼𝑖(∇𝑐𝑖)
2 +∑∑∑𝛽𝑖𝑗∇𝑖𝜂𝑘∇𝑗𝜂𝑘

𝑝

𝑘=1

3

𝑗=1

3

𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑖=1

]𝑑3𝑟 +∬𝐺(𝑟 − 𝑟′)𝑑3𝑟𝑑3𝑟′, 

Here, f is a function of conserved variables (ci) and non-conserved variables (ηi) and represents 

the local free-energy density. The values αi and βij are the gradient energy coefficients. The first 

integral part of the equation describes the free energy from the short-range interactions, while 

the second integral part describes the total free energy from the long-range interactions, 

including electric and electrostatic interactions. By changing the field variables to the total free 

energy, phase-field models can be applied to variable fields as discussed above250. 
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Chapter 3  

 

The manipulation of nanoscale domain switching using an 

electron beam with omnidirectional electric field 

distribution 

 

 

3.1.  Introduction 

Ferroelectrics—including typical ferroelectrics and improper ferroelectrics—results 

from the displacement of ions leading to spontaneous polarisation161 where the internal electric 

field points towards a specific direction. Because of the electrically switchable nature of 

polarisation251, 252 in ferroelectric domains, ferroelectric materials153, 154, 253 are important for 

various types of electronic applications77, 254, 255. The interest in these materials comes not only 

from their unique intrinsic piezoelectric and pyroelectric properties, but also from the ability 

to precisely manipulate and control their ferroelectric domains at a micro-256 or even 

nanoscale257, 258. Although increasing temperature159, 207 and applying strain190 both introduce 

additional energy that could lead to atomic redistribution, it is difficult to use these two methods 

for precise ferroelectric domain manipulation. Applying an external electric field145, 167, 208, 259, 

260 is the easiest way to manipulate ferroelectric domains at an ambient temperature. This can 

be achieved using scanning probe microscopes that work in contact mode, including the atomic 

force microscope261, the piezoforce microscope262 and the scanning nonlinear dielectric 

microscope 208. For example, the scanning nonlinear dielectric microscope has been used to 

manipulate ferroelectric domains with a spatial resolution of ~ 10 nm263. However, the contact 
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mode leads to serious abrasions on the probe tip and the ferroelectric materials208. This problem 

can be overcome by introducing an electric field using a non-contact mode. The SEM, as a 

non-contact mode microscope, has been used for the manipulation of ferroelectric domains. In 

the SEM, electrons are trapped on the sample surface, forming a vertical electric field that 

changes the local polarisation. However, this method usually has a poor patterning resolution162 

as a consequence of non-uniform electron charges through the sample thickness. Nevertheless, 

the use of SEM to manipulate ferroelectric domains provides a way of using an electron beam 

(e-beam) for domain patterning. 

Here, I demonstrate experimentally that an e-beam from the TEM can be used to 

precisely and reversibly control ferroelectric nanodomain morphology without contacting the 

material. An e-beam has been widely used for imaging and for the heating of local materials264. 

However, its capability for generating a controllable, local, omnidirectional electric field has 

not been explored. Compared with existing domain manipulation techniques, TEM presents an 

ultrahigh spatial resolution of smaller than ~ 0.2 nm and local nanoscale charges that generate 

an electric field along all directions, which potentially allows for nanoscale domain writing. 

The YMnO3 used in this experiment is improper ferroelectric with corner-sharing MnO5 

trigonal bipyramids tilted periodically158. The displacement of Y ions along the c axis or the 

<0001> direction occurs below the Curie temperature of ~ 1300 K163, leading to the loss of 

crystal centrosymmetry. The periodic tilting of MnO5 bipyramids enlarges the unit cell by three 

times and leads to so-called trimerisation transition161, forming three types of antiphase 

domains: α, β, and γ. By mutually interlocking with positive and negative ferroelectric 

domains, six distinctive domains (α+, γ−, β+, α-, γ+ and β−) are alternatively allocated and 

form a vortex-like domain pattern161. Coupling the trimerisation and the displacement effect, 

YMnO3 consists of only 180° ferroelectric domains with the opposite electric polarisation 

directions running along the c axis. Further, the high coercive field of YMnO3 makes it an ideal 
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material for this study. With only 180° ferroelectric domain structures, the theoretical model 

on how the electric field is generated in the e-beam irradiation region can be easily set up. Since 

the coercive field for YMnO3 is high, the domain can be manipulated manually by the e-beam 

in TEM.  

YMnO3 single crystals were grown by a floating-zone method in an infrared radiation 

furnace equipped with four 1000 W halogen lamps265. The feed rods for the crystal growth 

were prepared by the conventional solid-state method. Stoichiometric Y2O3 and Mn2O3 were 

weighed and mixed in an agate mortar, pressed at 200 MPa into pellets and then sintered at 

1150 1C for 24 hours. The polycrystalline pellets were reground and pressed into cylindrical 

rods with diameters of 8 mm and lengths of 110 mm. The rods were hydrostatically pressed 

under a pressure of 70 MPa and then sintered at 1350°C for 20 hours. After sintering, a 20 mm 

long rod was cut to serve as the seed. The crystal growth speed was maintained at 5 mm, 

accompanied by a counter-rotation of the feed and seed rods at 20 rpm to ensure the efficient 

mixing of the liquid and homogeneous temperature distribution in the molten zone. 

E-beam irradiation and TEM observation were carried out using a JEOL 3000F 

microscope operated at 300 kV. The dose rate for the e-beam was ~ 0.07A/cm2—a low current 

density level that would not cause detectable sample damage even after prolonged (hundreds 

of seconds) e-beam illumination266. Before irradiation, the e-beam was spread and enlarged to 

prevent a major charge accumulation in the observed area. The e-beam was then focused on a 

small area of the required dimensions and the illumination time was recorded. Once the 

designated time had been reached, the e-beam was immediately spread to facilitate image 

acquisition and then shut down for 10 minutes to ensure enough time for the charge to evacuate 

from the sample. This process was repeated until the maximum designated time had been 

reached. 
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3.2. The manipulation of nanoscale domain switching using an electron beam 

Figure 3-1 shows the evolution of a single domain under the e-beam in TEM and provides 

schematic diagrams that explain the evolution. Figure 3-1 (a) shows a typical dark-field TEM 

image of a vortex-like domain pattern viewed along a  direction and imaged using 

the 0002̅ diffraction spot (circled as the corresponding diffraction pattern).  

 

 

Figure 3-1 (a) A dark-field TEM image and its corresponding diffraction pattern. The area 

that was later subjected to local e-beam illumination was extracted from the green box. The 

blue circle indicates the exact e-beam illumination area. The polarisation of the white contrast 

domain (β−) is schematically drawn by red arrows. (b) After e-beam illumination, a newly 

formed β+ domain with dark contrast is seen and its corresponding polarisation is shown at 

the bottom. 

Diffraction images of domains with positive and negative 180° polarisation appear 

contrasted as dark and bright respectively under kinematical diffraction conditions267. 

However, this contrast does not differentiate , β, and γ domains with the same polarisation 

directions. Six distinctive domains (α+, β+ and γ+ in dark contrast and α–, β– and γ– in bright 

contrast) are shown in Figure 3-1 (a). The area indicated by a blue circle with a radius of ~ 60 

nm in the β- domain was exposed to an e-beam. Figure 3-1 (b) presents an image of the area 

marked by the green rectangle in Figure 3-1 (a) after e-beam illumination. The hat-shaped area 

at the lower part of the blue circle was converted to dark contrast, indicating the redirection of 

 0011
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polarisation in the area—that is, the transformation from β− to β+. The redirection occurred 

because the component of the external electric field along the z-axis (Ez) in the hat-shaped area 

was equal to or larger than the coercive field (Ec) of the material and was in the opposite 

direction to the original polarisation. 

Figure 3-2 (a) shows another vortex-like domain structure imaged using the 0002̅ 

diffraction spot. After e-beam illumination with a radius of ~ 100 nm as shown in Figure 3-2 

(b), the α+ domain changed its morphology from the original protrusion shape (red-dashed 

lines) to a concave shape (green-dashed lines) through the shrinkage of the α+ domain at the 

lower part of the blue circle and the slight expansion of the α+ domain at the upper part of the 

blue circle, indicating that the areas at the upper part and the lower part around the e-beam 

illuminated zone evolved in opposite ways. Note that the area of domain switching at the lower 

part, around the e-beam-illuminated patch, is larger than that around the upper part of the e-

beam-illuminated area in Figure 3-2 (b). This was determined by the original domain 

morphology and the position of the e-beam. Interestingly, the expanded β- and γ- domains did 

not merge, but were separated by a thin antiphase domain wall with dark contrast. An antiphase 

domain wall provides a defective area, avoiding the merging of the two neighbouring domains 

into one domain, which minimises the total system energy166, 168. The moving of the antiphase 

domain walls in this experiment is strong evidence of the mutual interlocking161 of ferroelectric 

and antiphase domains in YMnO3. 
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Figure 3-2 (a) A dark-field TEM image using the 𝟎𝟎𝟎�̅� diffraction spot. (b) Domain 

configurations after exposure to the e-beam. The blue circle indicates the e-beam illumination 

area. The red and green-dashed lines represent the domain boundaries before and after the 

illumination respectively. (c) Domain configurations after shifting the e-beam to a new 

position. The green and purple-dashed lines represent the domain boundaries before and after 

the illumination respectively. 

Interestingly, a domain that was exposed to one end of the e-beam would return to its 

original structure if subsequently exposed to the opposite end of the e-beam. This was seen by 

moving the e-beam downward, as shown in Figure 3-2 (c). The previously expanded β− and 

γ− domains (the green-dashed lines) shown in Figure 3-2 (b) were then exposed to the upper 

part of the e-beam and this resulted in the shrinkage of the β− and γ− domains and the recovery 

of the α+ domain area (the purple-dashed lines) to almost its original shape. This result 

indicates that domain writing using the e-beam is erasable. At the same time, the α- domain 

that was exposed to the lower part of the e-beam was also expanded, which produced similar 

results to the expansion of the β− and γ− domains shown in Figure 3-2 (b). Note that the e-

beam-induced domain morphology was stable and remained the same after one month. This 

stable switching is because of the creation and/or motion of ferroelectric and antiphase domain 

walls, which provided additional internal energy to resist the relaxation for nanoscale domain 

recovery. 
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3.3. Discussion 

To explain these phenomena, a theoretical model was built. Figure 3-3 shows a schematic 

of an e-beam illuminating the blue circular area of a thin dielectric film in vacuum. While most 

of the electrons in the e-beam will transmit through the sample, a small amount of charges will 

be trapped in the thin film through mechanisms that will be discussed below, and the number 

of these charges will increase over time before an equilibrium is reached268. Both the 

transmitting electrons and the trapped charges contribute to a locally generated omnidirectional 

electric field. 

 

Figure 3-3 A schematic showing the omnidirectional electric field (E) induced by e-beam 

illumination in a thin-film specimen. The blue circle indicates the e-beam illuminated area 

and the letter ‘C’ represents charges. 

 

In the following discussion, a situation is considered in which a ferroelectric material 

consists of only 180° ferroelectric domains and the polarisation directions are defined as 

parallel to the ±z-axis. Under these circumstances, a domain structure will be redirected only 

if the component of the external electric field along the z-axis (see Figure 3-3) is larger than 

the coercive field of the material and trained in the opposite direction to the original 

polarisation161. The external electric field components running along all other directions 
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perpendicular to the z-axis have no effect on redirecting the polarisation direction. Therefore, 

only Ez is considered below: 

Theoretically, the z-axis component of the electric field (Ez) at any position (r, θ) can be 

expressed using the following equations: 

𝐸(𝑟, 𝜃)𝑧 = 𝐸𝑧1 + 𝐸𝑧2                                                        (3-1) 

Here, 𝐸𝑧1and 𝐸𝑧2  are the electric fields induced by the continuously passing electrons and 

trapped charges respectively. 

3.3.1. Electron-beam intensity distribution in the illuminated area of the TEM 

Understanding the e-beam intensity distribution is a prerequisite for the calculation of 

the electric field generated by the e-beam in TEM. The e-beam intensity distribution was 

measured by not placing a sample in the TEM. Figure 3-4 shows (a) an e-beam with a radius r 

= 48 nm and (b) the corresponding intensity profile across the diameter (the blue line in (a)) of 

the e-beam. Consistent with a previous report268, the intensity profile in Figure 3-4 (b), which 

was extracted using a Gatan DigitalMicrograph, presents a Gaussian distribution with the small 

peak located at the centre of the e-beam. Given that the central peak is small and is in fact 

negligible compared to the overall e-beam intensity, it is a reasonable approximation to treat 

the e-beam-illuminated cylindrical volume as a uniformly charged body for continuously 

passing electrons. The intensities of e-beams with different radii were also measured and 

showed the same uniform distribution as in Figure 3-4 (b). 
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Figure 3-4 (a) An e-beam with a radius r = 48 nm. (b) The corresponding intensity profile 

across the diameter of the e-beam. 

 

3.3.2. Electric field distribution 

The following model describes the electric field generated in a thin film by e-beam 

illumination. The overall electric field comprises two parts—𝐸𝑟,𝜃1 and 𝐸𝑟,𝜃2—that are induced 

by continuously passing electrons and trapped charges respectively. 𝐸𝑟,𝜃1  and 𝐸𝑟,𝜃2  are 

discussed separately below. 

3.3.2.1. The electric field induced by continuously passing electrons 

As shown in Figure 3-5 (a), the specimen plane or the plane perpendicular to the e-beam 

direction is defined as the y–z plane. The e-beam illuminated volume of the thin film is charged 

and indicated using a pink colour. A cylindrical-shaped Gaussian surface269 is built to include 

the charged volume in such a way that the symmetrical axis (the vertical green-dashed line in 

Figure 3-5 (a)) of the Gaussian surface coincides with that of the charged volume. The 

cylindrical-shaped Gaussian surface has its top surface (marked by a red solid circle) and its 

bottom surface (indicated by a blue-dashed circle) aligned with the top and bottom surfaces of 

the specimen respectively and, therefore, its side wall is of the same height as the specimen’s 

thickness (see Figure 3-5 (a)). Based on Gaussian’s law269, the following equation can be 

achieved: 
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∯E1⃗⃗⃗⃗ ∗ ds = ∬ E1⃗⃗⃗⃗ top surface
∗ ds +∬ E1⃗⃗⃗⃗ bottom surface

∗ ds +∬ E1⃗⃗⃗⃗ side surface
∗ ds  = 

Q𝑝

ε0
     (3-2) 

Here, E1⃗⃗⃗⃗  is the electric field induced only by continuously passing electrons, 0 is the vacuum 

dielectric permittivity and Qp indicates the total charge of the electrons passing through the 

enclosed volume. Because the electron beam can be treated as an infinitely long cylinder 

compared with the sample thickness and the top and bottom surface normals are parallel to the 

electric field, the integral results for both surfaces are zero. Therefore, equation (3-2) can be 

written as: 

                               ∯E1⃗⃗⃗⃗ ∗ ds = ∬ E1⃗⃗⃗⃗ side surface
∗ ds =

Q𝑝

ε0
                                (3-3) 

Further, because the cylindrical side surface is perpendicular to the y–z plane: 

∯E1⃗⃗⃗⃗ ∗ ds = ∫ 𝐸𝑟,𝜃1ds
2π

0
= ∫ 𝐸𝑟,𝜃1

2π

0
∗ rh dθ =

Q𝑝

ε0
                      (3-4) 

Here, r is the distance between the origin and the point (r, );  is the angle between the z-axis 

and r as shown in Figure 3-5 (b); h is the thickness of the thin film; and 𝐸𝑟,𝜃1 is the radial 

electric field at point (r, ) on the y–z plane, which is not a function of the angle θ. Therefore, 

equation (3-4) can be simplified as: 

2𝜋𝑟ℎε0𝐸𝑟,𝜃1 = Q𝑝                                             (3-5) 

Assuming uniform charge distribution within the e-beam-illuminated area, as discussed in 

Section 3.3.1, according to Coulomb’s law269: 

                                                     {
  Q𝑝 = ρπr

2h          (r ≤ R)

Q𝑝 = ρπR2h        (r > 𝑅)
                                           (3-6) 

Here, ρ is the charge volume density and R is the radius of the illuminated area. When r ≤ R, 

the Gaussian surface should be built with a radius that is smaller than the radius of the 

illuminated area in Figure 3-5 (a). 
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The number of electrons continuously passing through the thin film is in a dynamic state 

of equilibrium. Its charge volume density is determined by the electron velocity: 

                                                              ρ =
I

vπR2
                                                             (3-7) 

Here, I is the current and v is the electron velocity. 

Combining equations (3-5), (3-6) and (3-7), the electric field generated by continuously 

passing electrons is indicated by the following: 

                         {
𝐸𝑟,𝜃1 =

rI

2πvR2ε0
        (r ≤ R)

𝐸𝑟,𝜃1 =
I

2πvrε0
            (r > 𝑅)

                                           (3-8) 

The YMnO3 used in my study has a hexagonal structure with only 180° ferroelectric 

domains. Assuming the polarisation directions run along the ±z directions, then only the 

electric field component along the z direction 𝐸𝑧1  contributes to the domain switching. The 

effective electric field at (r, ) is, therefore, 𝐸𝑧1: 

𝐸𝑧1 = 𝐸𝑟,𝜃1 cos θ = {

rI cosθ

2πvR2ε0
        (r ≤ R)

I cosθ

2πvrε0
            (r > 𝑅)

                                    (3-9) 

As shown in Section 3.3.1., the e-beam intensity has a Gaussian distribution270 with a 

negligible small peak and can thus be approximately treated as having a uniform distribution. 

If the e-beam intensity remains constant, it is reasonable to assume that the rates of electrons 

entering and exiting the thin film are also constant and that, therefore, the number of passing 

electrons in the blue cylinder for the thin film is also constant. 
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Figure 3-5 (a) A cylindrical-shaped Gaussian surface. (b) A theoretic model for the electric-

field-magnitude distribution generated by continuously passing electrons. The blue circle 

indicates the e-beam illumination area. The red and green curves present the boundaries with 

Ez as equal to Ec; areas with yellow shadow show Ez as equal to or larger than Ec. 

 

My experiments worked with the following values: the radius of the e-beam-illuminated 

area R = 100 nm, the e-beam current intensity I = 20 pA, the vacuum dielectric permittivity ε0 

= 8.85*10-12 C2/m2*N and the electron velocity v = 2.33*108 m/s for the accelerating voltage 

of 300 kV. Using equation (3-9), the magnitude of the time-independent component—𝐸𝑧1  = 

2.43*10-7 kV/cm for r = 100 nm—is eight orders smaller than the coercive field of 40 kV/cm 

for YMnO3
161 and therefore is negligible. 

3.3.2.2. Electric fields induced by trapped charges (assuming that the electrons are 

uniformly distributed within the e-beam-illuminated volume) 

Electrons in the e-beam were uniformly distributed within the illuminated area. Therefore, 

the trapped charges in the sample were initially assumed to be also uniformly distributed. For 

a thin-film sample with a thickness of ~ 100 nm, the uniformly charged area could be treated 

as a uniformly charged disc. The electric field 𝐸𝑟,𝜃2 for a uniformly charged disc on the y–z 

plane is derived as271: 
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𝐸𝑟,𝜃2 =
𝑑𝑉𝑟,𝜃2

𝑑𝑟
=

{
 
 

 
 𝑄𝑡

𝑅𝜋2𝜀0
∗
𝑑𝐺[(

𝑟

𝑅
)
2
]

𝑑𝑟
;                                       0 < 𝑟 ≤ 𝑅

𝑄𝑡

𝑅𝜋2𝜀0
∗

𝑑{(
𝑟

𝑅
)∗𝐺[(

𝑅

𝑟
)
2
]+
1−(
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Here: 

𝐺(𝑚) = ∫ 𝑑𝜃√1 −𝑚 ∗ sin2 𝜃
𝜋

2
0

                                        (3-11) 

Further: 

𝐾(𝑚) = ∫
𝑑𝜃

√1−𝑚∗sin2 𝜃

𝜋

2
0

                                               (3-12) 

In this equation, Qt indicates the total trapped charges, m indicates a variance corresponding to 

G(m). 

By assuming that the electric field required for domain switching is 𝐸𝑟,𝜃2  = 40 kV/cm, 

the radius of the e-beam illuminated area is R = 100 nm and the electric field of 40 kV/cm is 

achieved at r = 50 nm; the required charge density (absolute value) |𝐽| calculated from equations 

(3-10, 3-11 and 3-12) is approximately 1.4 × 10-3 qe/nm2 (1 qe = 1 electron charge). 

The effective electric field 𝐸𝑧2 at (r,θ) is the z-axis component of 𝐸𝑧2; therefore: 

𝐸𝑧2 = 𝐸𝑟,𝜃2 cos 𝜃                                                         (3-13) 

Based on equations (3-10 to 3-13), the areas with 𝐸𝑧2 ≥ 𝐸𝑐 are sketched in Figure 3-6 with red 

and green lines indicating the boundaries of the areas. The value of the electric field in the areas 

marked with yellow shadows tracing the illumination boundary is infinitely large and 

contradicts the experimental results shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. Therefore, the distribution 

of trapped charges does not suddenly drop to zero at r = R and the trapped charges distribution 

should be non-uniform. 
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Figure 3-6 A theoretic model for the electric-field-magnitude distribution generated by 

uniformly distributed trapped charges. The blue circle indicates the e-beam illumination area. 

The red and green curves present the boundaries with Ez equal to Ec; areas with yellow 

shadow show Ez as equal to or larger than Ec. 

 

 

 

3.3.3. Experimental results 

Theoretical calculations concerning the magnitude of the time-independent electric field 

under the influence of continuously passing electrons show that 𝐸𝑧1  = 2.43*10-7 kV/cm for r = 

100 nm, which is eight orders smaller than the coercive field of 40 kV/cm for YMnO3 
161 and 

is therefore negligible. The electric field to which the trapped charges contributed is therefore 

the major element for domain reorientation. 
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Figure 3-7 (a–b) TEM (left) and HAADF-STEM (right) images showing polarisation before 

and after e-beam irradiation. (c) Schematic drawings of electric fields generated by negative 

and positive charges. The areas where domain switching would occur are indicated with 

yellow shadow bounded by red and green boundary lines. 

 

When an e-beam interacts with thin-film oxide specimens, there may be a few interaction 

effects, including electron accumulation in the illuminated area268, 272, 273, secondary electron 

emissions274 and the introduction of oxygen vacancies275. While electron accumulation leads 

to negative charges in the e-beam-illuminated area, the latter two cases introduce positive 

charges. Therefore, it is important to identify the sign of the total trapped charges in the e-

beam-illuminated area. Figure 3-7 (a) shows a TEM image of a domain of bright contrast taken 

from a <21̅1̅0> zone-axis. A high-angle annular dark-field scanning (HAADF) STEM image 

taken from the green-square area indicates that the polarisation in the domain is down-poled 

(Pdown). Four red dots are marked in Figure 3-7 (a), which indicates the positions of yttrium 

ions that are used to identify the polarisation direction167, 265. Figure 3-7 (b) shows the results 

of e-beam irradiation in the blue-circled area. Domain switching occurred in the upper part of 

the irradiation area. The HAADF-STEM image in Figure 3-7 (b), taken at the domain boundary, 

confirms that the polarisation in the dark-contrast area is up-poled (Pup) while the polarisation 

in the bright-contrast area remains the same. 
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The effects of electric fields generated by negative and positive charges on domain 

switching are illustrated in Figure 3-7 (c). Negative charges result in the electric field directions 

pointing towards the centre of the irradiation area. In this case, the polarisation in the lower 

part of the irradiation area will be reversed. Positive charges will lead the electric field 

directions to point outwards, causing domain switching in the upper part of the irradiation area. 

The experimental results adhere to the latter case, indicating that the total trapped charges are 

positive and that they are attributed to the knockout of elastic and inelastic auger and 

photoelectrons (secondary electrons) as well as to oxygen anions by the e-beam276. 

Because assuming uniform charge distribution in the e-beam-illuminated area leads to 

infinite electric fields at the edge of the e-beam illuminated area, as a result of the sudden drop 

of the electrostatic potential at the edge, charges should be distributed in a non-uniform way 

(but still with axial symmetry) in the e-beam-illuminated area. Nevertheless, an assumption of 

the uniform distribution of charges within the e-beam-illuminated area can be used to estimate 

the amount of charges required for domain switching. The calculated value of the charge 

density needed for domain switching is ~ 1.4 × 10-3 qe/nm2. Gatel et al. reported that the e-

beam illumination of insulated oxide MgO nanocubes leads to a positive charge density of 8.6 

× 10-3 qe/nm2 274, which is five times higher than the value of 1.4 × 10-3 qe/nm.2 The total 

positive charge density of YMnO3 would be similar to that of MgO, because it also led to 

domain switching. The experimental results that provided exact information about the switched 

domain area can be used for data fitting to ascertain the value of 𝐸𝑧2 in equation (3-1) as a 

function of position and e-beam-illumination time. 

Based on the experimental results, the two areas in which 𝐸𝑧2 —where Ec is the value 

of the coercive field—in a ferroelectric material are schematically drawn and covered with 

yellow shadow in Figure 3-7 (d). 𝐸𝑧2, in the top and bottom yellow-shadowed areas, points in 

cE
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opposite directions and, therefore, has opposite effects when redirecting the polarisation. These 

are the two areas where the local polarisation can be redirected when its direction runs 

antiparallel to 𝐸𝑧2, which explains the phenomena shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. 

3.3.4. Electric fields induced by trapped charges 

The experiment results showed that the magnitude of the electric field generated by 

trapped charges depends on the relative location of the measured spot (r, θ), the total charge of 

electrons Qt as a function of the illumination time t, and the illumination volume V which 

includes the radius of the illuminated area R and the specimen thickness h. Without knowing 

the real distribution of the trapped charges, it is impossible to theoretically model the exact 

shape and size of the areas for 𝐸𝑧2 ≥ 𝐸𝑐. Because a domain switch occurs when 𝐸𝑧2 ≥ 𝐸𝑐 and 

when it runs opposite to the polarisation direction, the shape and size of an area in which 𝐸𝑧2 ≥

𝐸𝑐  can be experimentally determined. It is expected that 𝐸𝑧2 = 𝐸𝑐  at the boundary of the 

switched area. Figure 3-8 demonstrates how 𝐸𝑧2 is calculated within a switched domain area. 

As shown in Figure 3-8 (a), a point (ri, θi) is located at the edge of a switched area (a red-dashed 

curve), where 𝐸𝑧2 = Ec at time t = t1. Since the following relationship 𝐸𝑧2 =  𝐸(𝑟𝑖, 𝜃𝑖)2 ∗ cos θ 

is satisfied, the 𝐸(𝑟𝑖, 𝜃𝑖)2 can be calculated. Because 𝐸(𝑟𝑖, 𝜃𝑖)2 is of axial symmetry—that is, 

𝐸(𝑟𝑖, 𝜃𝑖)2 is only a function of r—𝐸(𝑟𝑖, 𝜃𝑖)2 = 𝐸(𝑟𝑖)2, where θ varies from 0° to 360°. Because 

𝐸𝑧2 = 𝐸(𝑟𝑖)2 ∗ cos θ = Ec at the boundary of the switched domain area, the value of 𝐸(𝑟𝑖)2 at 

points 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 3-8 can be calculated based on the experimental data. A series of 

𝐸(𝑟𝑖)2 is therefore achieved. In terms of fitting the experimental 𝐸(𝑟𝑖)2 using Matlab coding 

(see Figure 3-8 (b)), 𝐸(𝑟𝑖)2 is proportional to the shape function 𝑆 (
𝑟

𝑅
) and 𝐹 (

𝑟

𝑅
) at t = t1 as 

follows: 
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𝐸(𝑟𝑖)2 ∝ {
𝑆 (

𝑟

𝑅
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𝑟

𝑅
) − 34.9 (

𝑟

𝑅
)
2

                     0 < 𝑟 ≤ 𝑅

𝐹 (
𝑟

𝑅
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𝑟

𝑅
) − 75.5 (

𝑟

𝑅
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2

      𝑅 < 𝑟 < ∞
          (3-14) 

 

Therefore, the shape of 𝐸𝑧2 > Ec can be calculated at t = t1 using the following equation: 

𝐸𝑧2 ∝ {
𝑆 (

𝑟

𝑅
) = [93.5 (

𝑟

𝑅
) − 34.9 (

𝑟

𝑅
)
2

] ∗  cos 𝜃                    0 < 𝑟 ≤ 𝑅

𝐹 (
𝑟

𝑅
) = [−23 + 155.7 (

𝑟

𝑅
) − 75.5 (

𝑟

𝑅
)
2

] ∗ cos 𝜃       𝑅 < 𝑟 < ∞

       (3-15) 

 

 

 

Figure 3-8 (a) A schematic demonstration of how 𝑬𝒛𝟐 is calculated within a switched domain 

area. (b) Fitting experimental data. 

 

3.3.5. The effect of e-beam exposure time on the generated electric field 

As the value of the charges, which determines the size of the areas where 𝐸𝑧2 ≥ Ec, is a 

function of time, the size of a manipulated domain area can be controlled by the e-beam-

illumination duration. A series of focused e-beam-illumination experiments with the 

illumination durations set at 10, 30, 50, 100, 200 and 600 seconds was carried out (see Figures 

3-9(a)–(g)). Figure 3-9 (a) shows the initial morphology of a domain (+) structure before 

focused e-beam illumination. After focused e-beam illumination for 10 seconds, the 
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morphology remained unchanged (see Figure 3-9 (b)), which indicates that the maximum value 

of 𝐸𝑧2 at 10 seconds is smaller than the coercive field of 40 kV/cm. At 30 seconds (see Figure 

3-9 (c)), a nanoscale - domain nucleated at the upper part of the e-beam-illuminated area, as 

indicated by the hat-like red-dashed lines, indicating that the 𝐸𝑧2 in the − area is larger than 

the coercive field of 40 kV/cm. Further increasing the e-beam illumination time led to a further 

expansion of the - domain, but the expansion rate diminished gradually, as confirmed by the 

TEM images at 50, 100, 200 and 600 seconds in Figures 3-9 (d) to 3-9 (g). Figure 3-9 (h) 

illustrates the experimental 𝐸𝑧2–r curves (dots) for e-beam illumination durations of 30, 50, 

100, 200 and 600 seconds. After achieving the 𝐸𝑧2–r curves at different e-beam-illumination 

durations, the contribution of trapped charges to 𝐸𝑧2 as a function of time for any position was 

achieved, as shown in the inset image for Figure 3-9 (h). After fitting the experimental data as 

shown in Figure 3-9 (h) using Matlab coding, the electric field Ez2  had the following 

relationship with the illumination time t: 

𝐸𝑧2 ∝ T(t) =
5t

(5t+100)
                                           (3-16) 

Here, t is the illumination time and T(t) is the electron accumulation-efficiency function in 

terms of time t, which is fitted as T(t) =
5t

(5t+100)
 and shown in Figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9 (a–g) A series of dark-field images showing the domain evolution under e-beam 

illumination at t = 0 s, 10 s, 30 s, 50 s, 100 s, 200 s and 600 s respectively. Blue circles 

represent the illumination area. Red-dashed curve include the experimental converted α- 

domain area. (h) Experimental Ez as opposed to r plots at different illumination times and the 

corresponding fitting curves using equation (2). The inset shows the fitting curve to the 

experimental Ez as a function of time. 

In equations (3-15) and (3-16), the electric field generated by the accumulation of trapped 

charges in Figure 3-9 is therefore derived as: 
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𝐸𝑧2 = {
(

5t

(5t+100)
) ∗ (93.5 ∗ (

𝑟

𝑅
) − 34.9 ∗ (

𝑟

𝑅
)
2

) ∗ cos 𝜃 ;                0 < 𝑟 ≤ 𝑅

(
5t

(5t+100)
) ∗ (−23 + 155.7 ∗ (

𝑟

𝑅
) − 75.5 ∗ (

𝑟

𝑅
)
2

) ∗ cos 𝜃 ; 𝑅 < 𝑟 < ∞
        (3-17) 

As the illumination volume and the electron accumulation ability for different materials 

also affect the electric field, the general equations are derived as follows: 

𝐸𝑧2 = {
𝜂 ∗ 𝑉(ℎ, 𝑅) ∗ (

5t

(5t+100)
) ∗ (93.5 ∗ (

𝑟

𝑅
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𝑟

𝑅
)
2

) ∗ cos 𝜃 ;                0 < 𝑟 ≤ 𝑅

𝜂 ∗ 𝑉(ℎ, 𝑅) ∗ (
5t

(5t+100)
) ∗ (−23 + 155.7 ∗ (

𝑟

𝑅
) − 75.5 ∗ (

𝑟

𝑅
)
2

) ∗ cos 𝜃 ; 𝑅 < 𝑟 < ∞
 

(3-18) 

Here, 𝜂 is a constant and V(h, R) is the volume function for the electric field generated by 

trapped charges. It is difficult to experimentally fit this function. Equation (3-17) is a special 

instance of equation (3-18) where the volume function and 𝜂 are equal to one. 

Using this equation, the calculated maximum electric field generated at 10 seconds in 

Figure 3-9 (b) was 20 kV/cm, which is smaller than the coercive field. Therefore no domain 

reorientation occurred at t = 10 s. 

It was found that the shapes in Figure 3-9 adhered to the calculated 𝐸𝑧2–r curves (solid 

lines) using equation (3-17) when the illumination volume was kept constant, although there 

were small deviations in different experiments. 

3.3.6. Electron-beam manipulation of domain patterns 

By taking advantage of this controllable, erasable and highly precise positioning 

technique, domain patterning with high spatial resolution is achievable. Figure 3-10 (a) 

demonstrates dark-field TEM images of four randomly selected, original domain areas. Using 

an e-beam with a radius of 100 nm, the letters U, S, Y and D—an abbreviation for the 

University of Sydney—were written in each of the four areas (see Figure 3-10 (b)). It can be 
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observed that some thin white and black straight lines pass through the patterns. These lines 

are antiphase domain walls. To avoid antiphase domain boundaries affecting the pattern 

quality, poled YMnO3 samples or other ferroelectric materials with large single domain areas 

may be used. 

 

 

Figure 3-10 (a) Initial domain configurations in four areas before e-beam illumination. (b) 

Letters U, S, Y and D were written on the areas in (a) via e-beam illumination. 

 

3.3.7. The effect of long-time electron-beam illumination on the crystalline 

microstructure 

The e-beam illumination with a radius of 50 nm is gentle and, therefore, does not lead to 

any detectable specimen damage. Figure 3-11 shows two typical high-resolution TEM images 

taken from a single area before (see Figure. 3-11 (a)) and after (see Figure 3-11 (b)) exposure 

to the e-beam with a radius of 50 nm for 600 seconds. The structure remained the same as that 
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before the prolonged e-beam illumination. The inset in Figure 3-11 presents enlarged Fourier-

filtered images clearly showing a perfect crystalline structure before and after e-beam 

illumination. In fact, the e-beam intensity for domain reversal is lower than that of high-

resolution imaging (but the high-resolution imaging takes a much shorter time), as evidenced 

by the e-beam diameters used for domain reversal (50 nm) and for high-resolution imaging (~ 

20 nm, which is more focused). However, long-term exposure to an e-beam could introduce 

point defects—for example, oxygen vacancies—which are not detectable by conventional 

high-resolution TEM. These point defects would contribute to the net local charges. 

 

 

Figure 3-11 Typical high-resolution TEM images with inset enlarged Fourier-filtered images 

of an area before (a) and after e-beam irradiation for 600 s (b). 

 

3.4.  Summary 

In conclusion, I demonstrate erasable stable ferroelectric nanodomain manipulation in 

thin-film ferroelectric materials using an e-beam. The experiment results and theoretical 

analysis indicate that the accumulation of positive charges in the thin film plays the key role in 

generating an electric field for ferroelectric nanodomain manipulation switching. This method 
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requires no pre-poling, no electrode and no physical contact with a tip or any other manipulator 

and, therefore, would be ideal for manufacturing miniature and integrated electronic devices. 

My results also indicate that caution is needed in the electron microscopy investigation of 

ferroelectric domain structures to avoid any artificial effects caused by e-beam illumination265. 
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Chapter 4  

 

Domain switching kinetics by mechanical and electrical 

stimulation in relaxor-based ferroelectrics for non-volatile 

memories 

 

 

4.1. Introduction 

In non-volatile ferroelectric devices, two opposite polarisation directions act as logical 

signals, serving as memory bits which can be written and read by applying electric fields76, 165. 

However, the instability of written ferroelectric domains—for example, time-dependent 

ferroelectric backswitching—has been a long-standing problem that causes significant data 

loss193, 199, 277-279. Such backswitching results from the surface electrostatic or internal built-in 

elastic energy199, 280, 281 and has higher impact on domains of small sizes. Small domain sizes 

are critical for high-density storage257. The relaxation of high-energy domain walls 

significantly drives ferroelectric backswitching when the switched domain sizes are small199. 

Recently, ferroelastic domain switching by electrical stimulus has also been considered for 

memory applications176, 197. However, the high levels of elastic strain energy accompanying 

ferroelastic domain switching tend to relax the switched domains, causing ferroelastic 

backswitching of zero bias176, 282. Both ferroelectric and ferroelastic backswitching suggest a 

lack of reliability in domain switching under electrical stimulus. Mechanical excitation is 

another possible way for controlling ferroelectric/ferroelastic domain switching80, 283. 

Mechanical writing of ferroelectric polarisation in a BaTiO3 film has been achieved80 where 
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polarisation is 180° reversed by mechanical loading as a result of a large strain gradient applied 

to the film surface by a probe via the mechanism of flexoelectricity191, 284. Although stable 

domain patterns undertaken for days without relaxation are generated by mechanical writing, 

written domains are not reversible because of the unidirectional nature of the mechanical 

loading. Therefore, a new approach is required to overcome the abovementioned limitations, 

using either electrical or mechanical excitation for memory applications of ferroelectric 

materials. 

Relaxor-based ferroelectric single crystals285, 286 have recently attracted significant 

attention because of their unique hysteresis behaviour, their ultrahigh piezo-electric properties, 

their electromechanical coupling factors6 and their chemical composition, which is in the 

vicinity of the MPB. Compared with normal ferroelectrics, relaxor-based ferroelectrics in MPB 

have abnormally small levels of domain-wall energy, small coercive fields287 and miniature 

domain sizes, which allow for the easy redistribution of invariant domain populations145 that 

exhibit different domain switching kinetics under external stimuli. This raises the possibility 

of utilising different domain switching kinetics to overcome the abovementioned difficulties. 

However, the majority of work on such relaxor-based ferroelectric materials has focused on 

macroscopic material responses under electric loading or mechanical loading6, 209, 288; little has 

been discovered about microscopic responses. 

For this research, we used an in-situ TEM145, 150, 167 and phase-field modelling250 to 

explore the ferroelastic domain switching kinetics under applied electrical and/or mechanical 

stimuli in relaxor PMN-33%PT single crystals. It was found that ferroelastic domain structures 

in PMN-33%PT single crystals are fully recoverable under a mechanical loading–unloading 

cycle (a mechanically reversible state) before electrical biasing. After applying a bias, domains 

become sensitive to mechanical load and exhibit only partial recovery (a mechanically 

irreversible state). However, the mechanically irreversible state returns to the mechanically 
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reversible state after another mechanical loading–unloading cycle. Our results provide a new 

approach for recovering ferroelastic domain structures via the successive cycling of mechanical 

and electrical stimuli. Based on these discoveries, instead of trying to overcome the intrinsic 

instability of written ferroelectric domains, we propose a conceptual strategy to take advantage 

of the mechanically irreversible state and the mechanically reversible state for reliable bit 

writing and reading in non-volatile memory devices. This expands the number of potential 

candidate materials for non-volatile memory devices. 

Figure 4-1 (a) presents a schematic of the in-situ experimental setup. A bulk PMN-

33%PT was fixed on a Cu plate using Pt deposition. Multiple PMN-33%PT pillars with 

dimensions of 2.0 µm × 1.6 μm × 0.06 µm (length × width × thickness) were produced using 

mechanical grinding and FIB processing. During the sample preparation using FIB, a thin 

damaged amorphous layer was introduced on the surface of the pillar. A small current was used 

to control the thickness of the damage layer to around 3-5 nm which does not affect the domain 

switching kinetic in our experiments. Experiments on bulk TEM samples prepared by a normal 

TEM sample preparation method suggested that FIB affects little for the proposed domain 

switching kinetic. In-situ mechanical and electrical stimulations under a TEM were applied by 

a conductive tip. The Cu plate acted as one electrode and the conductive tip acted as the other 

electrode. A typical domain configuration observed from a pillar is presented in Figure 4-1 (b). 

Two types of domains appear with different contrasts.  

PMN-xPT with the composition x = 33% is found at MPB with a monoclinic structure132, 

289. The ferroelectric adaptive phase theory126, 129, 290 suggests that monoclinic phases, 

consisting of the miniaturisation of stress-accommodating tetragonal domains, are micro-

domain-averaged tetragonal phases. A moderate constraint on the pillar exerted by the PMN-

PT-base single crystal is thus prone to head-to-tail, 90o ferroelastic domain configuration. This 

is confirmed by the STEM-HAADF images shown in Figure 4-1(b). Through the measurement 
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of the displacement between the Pb cations and their surrounding Mg/Nb/Ti cations in the 

HAADF images184, 231, domains with light contrast (e.g., the c-domain) have their polarisation 

directed upward (see the bottom-left HAADF image) and domains with dark contrast (e.g., the 

a-domain) have their polarisation pointing to the right (see the top-right HAADF image), 

indicating that neighbouring domains have a head-to-tail, 90° domain relationship. All STEM 

images were Fourier filtered using a lattice mask to reduce noise. Atomic positions were 

determined by fitting the STEM images as two dimensional Gaussian peaks using a Ranger 2.4 

script in Matlab. Atomic displacement was calculated using Matlab and presented as the 

difference vector between the centre of a B-site cation and the centres of its four nearest 

neighbouring A-site cations.The 90° domain boundaries in Figure 4-1 (b) are indicated using 

blue-dashed lines. Two parallel green lines were drawn in Figure 4-1 (b) to indicate the area of 

focus for the following investigation of external-stimulation-induced domain switching 

phenomena. 

 

Figure 4-1 (a) Schematic diagram of experimental setup. A bulk PMN-33%PT matrix with 

thin pillars was fixed on a grounded Cu platform using Pt deposition. A conductive tip 

connected to the ECM acts as an indenter and electrode for mechanical and electrical loading. 

The actual allocation of the pillar and the tip was captured by the enlarged TEM image. (b) 

Dark-field TEM image and STEM-HAADF images showing a head-to-tail, tetragonal a/c-

domain configuration. Domain walls are indicated using blue-dashed lines. Two parallel 

green lines indicate the area investigated in this study. 

 

400 nm 

1 nm 
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4.2. In-situ experiment and phase-field modelling 

4.2.1. An initial mechanical loading cycle 

Stress was applied to the pillars by moving the flat conductive tip towards the pillars in 

the displacement-control mode with a displacement rate of 3 nm/s when approaching and −4 

nm/s when retracting, causing the asymmetry of the curve. The evolution of domain 

configuration during a mechanical loading–unloading cycle and the related load/bias–time 

curves (bias = 0) are shown in Figures 4-2 (a) and 4-2 (b) respectively. Points 1 (before loading), 

2, 3 and 4 in Figure 4-2(b) correspond to the first, second, third and fourth domain 

configurations in Figure 4-2(a). 

Under increasing loads, the c-domain shrank and the a-domain expanded through the 

motion of the 90° domain boundaries towards the c-domain. The initiation of domain switching 

starts from the domain boundaries. When the applied load reached 22 µN, the whole area was 

mostly occupied by the a-domain. Upon unloading, the domain configuration evolved in the 

opposite direction and the original domain configuration was fully recovered. Because the 

loading and unloading processes were displacements controlled with constant displacement 

rates, the approximate linear load–time curve for approaching and retraction and the 

intersecting fully reversible load-displacement curve in Figure 4-2(b) indicate that the 

deformation process of the pillar was elastic without significant bending. The maximum load 

was always kept to ~ 28 µN to ensure the comparability of different loading/unloading 

experiments. The maximum load corresponded to an applied stress of ~ 300 MPa, which is 

very small and, therefore, did not damage the material190, 291. 
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Figure 4-2 (a) A series of images showing the evolution of ferroelastic domains under 

mechanical excitation. Domains were fully reversed after a mechanical loading–unloading 

cycle. (b) A load/bias versus time curve showing the real-time application of a mechanical 

load with zero bias. Numbers 1–4 correspond to the image order of a–d and indicate their 

relative positions on the curve. A load as opposed to a displacement curve is shown in the 

insect graph. 

 

4.2.2. An electrical loading cycle following a mechanical loading cycle 

The effect of a voltage bias on domain configuration is presented in Figure 4-3 (a). The 

corresponding load/bias–time curve (external load = 0) is illustrated in Figure 4-3 (b). Again, 

points 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 4-3 (b) correspond to the first, second, third and fourth images in 

Figure 4-3 (a). Gentle contact between the conductive tip and the pillar was maintained for the 

closed-loop electrical loading experiment. The bias was raised from 0 V to +10 V for between 

400 nm 
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five and 15 seconds with a ramping rate of one volt per second, as shown in Figure 4-3 (b). 

Although no mechanical load was applied, a small load was still detected, which was caused 

by the electrostrictive effect on the ferroelectric materials. With the increase of the bias from 0 

V to +2 V, the domain configuration did not change as the initiation energy for domain motion 

was not reached. Further increasing the bias resulted in the shrinkage of the a-domain and the 

simultaneous expansion of the c-domain. When the bias was increased to +10 V, almost the 

whole area was occupied by a single c-domain, as can be seen in the third image in Figure 4-3 

(a); after the retraction of the bias at 15 seconds, the a-domain backswitched and was gradually 

stabilised at 20 seconds, as shown in Figure 4-3 (a). A comparison of the initial and final 

domain configurations shows that the area of the c-domain increased after an electrical loading 

cycle—that is, the domain configuration was only partially recovered. The obtained domain 

was stable for weeks and kept the same morphology as that shown in the last image in Figure 

4-3 (a). 

 

Figure 4-3 (a) A series of images showing the evolution of ferroelastic domains under 

electrical loading. (b) A load/bias–time curve. No mechanical load was applied during the 

whole process. The bias was applied from 0 V (5 s) to +10 V (15 s) with a ramping rate of 1 

V/s. 
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4.2.3. The phase-field method* 

The ferroelastic domain switching process under electrical and mechanical stimuli is 

simulated via a phase-field model250 in which the time evolution of polarisation  is 

governed by the Ginzburg-Landau equation:  

.      (4-1) 

Here,  is the kinetic coefficient and the total free energy of the system is 

. The stress-free energy density of 

PMN-33%PT is described using a sixth-order Landau polynomial: 

,(4-2) 

Here, all the coefficients— , , 

, , , 

—are obtained from our thermodynamic study. Isotropic domain-

wall energy density is expressed as184, 292: 

,  (4-3) 

 

 

 

*The phase-field modelling was conducted by Dr. Liang Hong under the guidance of Prof. Long-Qing Chen from 

Pennsylvania State University. (With permission from Dr. Liang Hong and Prof. Long-Qing Chen) 
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In this case, the gradient energy coefficient is chosen to be  in reduced units, 

where  is related to the voxel size   of the computational model by . 

Polarisation rotation induces spontaneous lattice deformation ( ) which is related to  via  

. Further,  signify electrostrictive coefficients measured by experiments. 

Thus, the elastic energy density associated with the total strain ( ij ) of the pillar is292: 

,    (4-4) 

Here,  is the elastic stiffness tensor. In the present simulations, clamped boundary 

conditions are applied to the interface of the pillar and base substrate. The homogeneous strain 

293, where  is the elastic compliance tensor. The strain field 

is solved through the mechanical equilibrium condition  by using the microelasticity 

theory294 of Khachaturyan and Shatalov. The elastic constants and the electrostrictive 

coefficients can be found in the work of Zhang144 and Lu295 respectively. The electric energy 

density is296, 297: 

,     (4-5) 

In this case,  is the vacuum permittivity and  is the relative background dielectric constant 

tensor. For the sake of simplicity, we assume  if . The electric field  is 

composed of an external electric field  and an electrostatic field  generated by the 

bound polarisation charges. A periodical boundary condition is applied to solve the electrostatic 

equilibrium condition , where . 
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A three-dimensional simulation was first conducted, whereby the ferroelastic phase 

boundary orientation was normal to 100 and the phase-transition kinetics was the same as that 

shown in the two-dimensional simulation. Therefore, to save computational time, this study 

adopts a two-dimensional simulation (using a regular grid of  1281281  voxels) with 

periodic boundary conditions along all dimensions. The voxel size is . The semi-

implicit Fourier-spectral method298 is used to solve equation (4-1). The system is first endowed 

with a tetragonal a/c-domain structure with a 90° domain wall. Then, the system is relaxed to 

equilibrium (after 40,000 time steps) to obtain the initial domain configuration. The fraction of 

a-domain in the initial ferroelastic domain configuration is minimised according to the 

constraint198. Since we cannot exactly measure the constraint condition of the PMN-33%PT 

pillar, there is one order of magnitude’s difference in the applied external stimuli for the 

experiment and simulation. Such difference can be affected by various factors; for example, 

the number of domain variants, nucleation behaviours and defects299. However, this does not 

affect the proposed mechanism discussed in this study. 

4.2.4. Phase-field calculations and simulations 

The stress applied to initiate domain-wall motion in this sample is around 40 MPa, which 

is well below the values for other reported materials190. This type of domain-wall motion is 

easily triggered as a result of the unpinning effect on the domain walls, which is commonly 

observed in relaxors around MPB300, 301. Given the unit-cell volume of PMN-33%PT at a room 

temperature of 64.9 Å3 287, our phase-field calculation gives the energy of the single tetragonal 

a- and c-domains in the PMN-33%PT pillar as -0.443 meV and -1.05 meV respectively—two 

orders of magnitude smaller than the energy (~100 meV) of tetragonal domains in conventional 

ferroelectric materials302. Note that the domain energy calculated is low because the energy of 

defects is not included and domain nucleation behaviours are simplified. This low energy is a 

reference value compared with the zero domain energy in the paraelectric state. The exclusion 

nm 1
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of other types of energy does not affect the conclusion drawn in this chapter. This reversible 

domain switching in a mechanical loading–unloading cycle is caused by two factors. First, a 

small external field can activate the mobile domain wall’s motion as a consequence of the small 

energy barrier among the tetragonal domains287; this accords with the easy polarisation rotation 

around MPB. Second, an elastic constraint to the PMN-33%PT pillar causes remarkably 

different stress states for in-plane a-domains and out-of-plane c-domains, resulting in an 

asymmetric energy barrier between the two domains. In particular, domain transition from a-

domain to c-domain provides a lower energy barrier, as shown in Figure 4-4 (a). 

 

Figure 4-4 (a) Schematic illustration of the asymmetric energy barrier among the tetragonal 

ferroelastic domains of a PMN-33%PT pillar. Mechanical constraint exerted on the pillar 

breaks the original symmetric energy barrier of the PMN-33%PT bulk single crystal, 

resulting in an easier domain transition from a-domain to c-domain compared to the reverse 

transition path. Such different transition rates will not be obvious in normal ferroelectrics 

because of the large energy barriers. (b) Schematic illustration of a displaced hysteresis loop 

of a PMN-33%PT pillar in comparison to the hysteresis loops of a bulk relaxor single crystal 

and normal ferroelectrics. 

Compared to the hysteresis loop of conventional ferroelectrics (the green-dashed line), 

the hysteresis of the bulk PMN-33%PT single crystal is slim with a small coercive field6. An 

asymmetric energy barrier of the PMN-33%PT pillar displaces the slim hysteresis to the left 

(the red solid line), making the initial ferroelastic domain structure closer to the domain state 

at the positive coercive field, as shown in Figure 4-4 (b). As a result, the compressive loading–
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unloading cycle (the dashed blue line in Figure 4-4 (b)) can recover the initial ferroelastic 

domain structure. 

Such reversible hysteresis loops have been observed in a <001> poled relaxor 

Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 single crystal with easily activated 71o domain rotation6. In an aged 

BaTiO3 single crystal, the defect-induced internal field pins and retracts the ferroelastic 

domain-wall movement, producing reversible domain switching303. However, these two 

reversible phase transition processes are studied based on observations at a macro-scale, where 

the effects of the complex domain structure and heterogeneous nucleation are difficult to 

explicitly investigate. The present study, which utilises asymmetric domain transition kinetics 

among tetragonal a- and c-domains in the ubiquitous microscopic 90o head-to-tail ferroelastic 

domain configuration, provides a new approach for reversible domain switching. 

In agreement with the experimental results, phase-field modelling also suggests that the 

stable domain configuration in a tetragonal ferroelectric holds {101} 90° ferroelastic domain 

walls, which move in the direction of normal to domain-wall planes under the mechanical 

loading as shown in Figure 4-5 (a). The polarisation rotation only occurs around the domain 

walls and the polarisation direction within the bulk domains does not change175. One interesting 

feature of this initial ferroelastic domain configuration in the PMN-33%PT pillar is that this 

domain state is located around the positive coercive field. This is because of the asymmetric 

and low energy barriers between the tetragonal a- and c-domains (as shown in Figures 4-4 (a) 

and 4-4 (b)). When a compressive loading–unloading cycle is applied, phase-field modelling 

suggests a recoverable domain switching, as shown in Figures 4-5 (a) and 4-5 (b). 
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Figure 4-5 (a, c, e, g) Ferroelastic domain switching under a mechanical loading cycle, an 

electrical loading cycle, a mechanical loading and a repeat mechanical loading cycle 

respectively. White arrows represent the direction of polarisation. (b, d, f, h) A closed, open, 

open, closed polarisations–load curve corresponding to the phase-field modelling, 

respectively. The blue line indicates the approach (or increase of bias) and the pink line 

indicates the retraction (or decrease of bias) at the tip. 

 

The change in the polarisation state δ before and after this mechanical cycle is zero. A 

nucleation regime to activate the domain transition from the c-domain to the a-domain exists 

at the beginning of the compressive loading process (see Figures 4-4 (b) and 4-5 (b)). After the 

domain-wall movement is activated, the polarisation varies linearly according to external 

stimuli, resulting from the soft pinning force upon the domain wall in the PMN-33%PT pillar. 

When a positive voltage bias is applied to the initial ferroelastic domain structure, an incubation 

stage for domain-wall movement to promote transition from a-domain to c-domain is not 

obvious (see Figures 4-5 (c) and 4-5 (d)). However, in the voltage bias unloading process, 

domain-wall movement is pinned as a consequence of the requirement of large activation 

energy. Thus, the domain structure cannot be reversed in this electrical loading–unloading 

cycle, as is shown in Figures 4-5 (c) and 4-5 (d). 

Interestingly, applying mechanical loading after a cycle of electrical loading shows that 

the generated polarisation introduced in an electrical loading–unloading cycle is erased by 
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mechanical compression (Fig. 4-5(e)). In consistence to Fig. 4-4(b), the original ferroelastic 

domain configuration is recovered by applying a mechanical loading–unloading cycle. As a 

result, the stress-polarisation loop is not a closed one (Fig. 4-5(f)), i.e., the change of 

polarisation δ is not zero. After the first mechanical loading–unloading cycle after electrical 

cycles, the second mechanical loading–unloading cycle is applied, in which reversible domain 

switching is recovered again as shown in Fig. 4-5(g) and 4-5(h). The phase-field simulation 

results are consistent to the proposed domain switching kinetics as shown in Fig. 4-4(b). 

4.2.5. A mechanical loading cycle following an electrical loading cycle 

To confirm the phase-field simulation, an experiment on mechanical loading–unloading 

cycles following an electrical loading cycle was conducted. After an electrical loading cycle, 

mechanical loading–unloading cycles were applied to the same area, as shown in Figure 4-6. 

The load/bias–time curve for the first mechanical loading cycle is shown in Figure 4-6 (b). The 

domain configuration shown in the first image in Figure 4-6 (a) was the backswitched 

configuration after an electrical loading cycle (see the last image in Figure 4-3 (a)). Again, 

increasing mechanical loading led to the expansion of the a-domain that reached its maximum 

size under the highest load. After unloading, the a-domain shrank but did not return to its 

original size and shape—that is, the size of the c-domain was smaller than it was before 

mechanical loading, which confirms the simulation result depicted in Figure 4-5: that domain 

switching is partially reversed. 
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Figure 4-6 A series of images of ferroelastic domains responding to the first mechanical 

loading–unloading cycle (a) and the second mechanical loading–unloading cycle (c) after an 

electrical loading cycle. (b, d) The corresponding load/bias–time curves in which the highest 

load was restricted to ~ 28 µN. 

 

4.2.6. A mechanical loading cycle following a mechanical loading cycle 

The effects of mechanical loading on the second and subsequent mechanical loading 

cycles are shown in Figure 4-6 (c) and the corresponding load–time curve is presented in Figure 

4-6 (d). The initial domain configuration (see the first image in Figure 4-6 (c)) is the same as 

the final domain configuration presented in the final image of Figure 4-6 (a). After a complete 

mechanical loading–unloading cycle, the domain configuration returned to its original structure, 

suggesting that the previous mechanically irreversible state (see Figure 4-6 (a)) was converted 

to a mechanically reversible state after the first mechanical loading–unloading cycle. The 

mutually combining effect of two continuous mechanical cycles indicates that the reversible 

nature of the ferroelastic domains is repeatable. 

400 nm 
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4.2.7. An electrical loading cycle following an electrical loading cycle 

Figure 4-7 shows the ferroelastic domain evolution during two repeated electrical loading 

cycles that was conducted to investigate the effect of electrical loading on mechanically 

irreversible domains. Figure 4-7 (a) shows head-to-tail, 90° domains during the first electrical 

loading cycle. A bias was increased from 0 V to +10 V at a rate of 1 V/s and maintained at +10 

V for 10 seconds as shown in Figure 4-7 (c). The experiment showed that maintaining the bias 

at +10 V for a time does not have any impact on the results. The c-domain expanded and 

dominated most of the observed area after unloading, as shown in the fourth image in Figure 

4-7 (a). The domain structure evolution during the second loading cycle is shown in Figure 4-

7 (b). The same load function was applied, as depicted in Figure 4-7 (d). Domain configuration 

did not change after the second electrical loading cycle. 

 

Figure 4-7 (a, b) A series of images showing the evolution of ferroelastic domains under 

electrical loading. (c, d) A load/bias–time curve to (a) and (b) respectively. 

 

 

400 nm 

400 nm 
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Following the two electrical loading cycles, the domains were subjected to a mechanical 

loading of ~ 47 µN to investigate their mechanical reversibility, as shown in Figure 4-8 (the 

load function is presented in Figure 4-8 (c)). The a-domain shrank and returned to its pre-

electrical loading morphology, as illustrated by the first image of Figure 4-7 (a). Ferroelastic 

domains and polarisation partially reversed (relative to the final image of Figure 4-7(a)), 

indicating that the domains, after the second electrical loading cycle, are still mechanically 

irreversible. Figures 4-8 (b) 4-8 (d) indicate the effects of the second round of mechanical 

loading and the corresponding load function. Full recovery of domain structures was observed. 

 

 

Figure 4-8 (a, b) A series of images showing the evolution of ferroelastic domains under 

mechanical loading. (c, d) A load/bias–time curve to (a) and (b) respectively. 

400 nm 

400 nm 
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4.2.8. The repeating of loading cycle tests for ferroelastic domain switching 

The observed phenomenon is repeatable for either the same or different pillars. Section 

4.2.7 shows the same phenomenon in a different pillar compared with that of the main text. 

More pillars were tested (not shown here) using the same method and confirming the same 

observation. Figure 4-9 shows series images for the repetition of loading cycles two, five and 

10 times, wherein all logical expressions are valid. 

 

Figure 4-9 All logical expressions are valid even after 10 repetitions. 

 

4.3. Writing and reading bit processes 

It is now clear that an electrical loading–unloading cycle introduces the mechanically 

irreversible state and a subsequent mechanical loading–unloading cycle brings the domain 

configuration back to the mechanically reversible state. By taking advantage of these 

phenomena, an advanced writing and reading approach for non-volatile memories is proposed. 

In the following discussion, the mechanically reversible state—that is, δ = 0 in the polarisation–

400 nm 
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stress curve after a mechanical loading–unloading cycle—is defined as the logical signal 0, 

while the mechanically irreversible state—that is, δ>0 after a mechanical loading–unloading 

cycle—is defined as the logical signal 1. 

When a-domains in a mechanically reversible state is subjected to a mechanical loading 

cycle, the mechanically reversible state remains. This provides the first logical expression: 

𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 

0 + 𝜎 = 0                                                                      (4-6) 

If the mechanically reversible state is subjected to an electrical loading cycle, it becomes 

a mechanically irreversible state, which can be expressed by: 

𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 

0 + 𝐸 = 1                                                                      (4-7) 

When a mechanically irreversible domain experiences a mechanical loading cycle, its 

state switches to a mechanically reversible one: 

𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 

1 + 𝜎 = 0                                                                      (4-8) 

Mechanically irreversible domains remain after another electrical loading cycle, 

therefore: 

𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 

1 + 𝐸 = 1                                                                     (4-9) 

These four logical expressions provide the fundamental rules for logical identification 

for writing and reading bits. The ways of writing bits by mechanical and electrical excitations 

and reading bits by mechanical excitation are illustrated in Figure 4-10 (a), in which a 4-cell 
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matrix has the original logical states of Aa(1), Ab(1), Ba(0) and Bb(0) (see the first matrix in 

Figure 4-10 (a)). Based on the four logical expressions, applying mechanical stress to cells Aa 

and Ba and electrical loading to cells Ab and Bb leads to the logical states of Aa(0), Ab(1), 

Ba(0) and Bb(1), as shown in the second matrix in Figure 4-10 (a). Reading the logical states 

in the four cells is achieved by applying mechanical stress to each of the cells and this process 

results in a logical state of zero for all four cells, as shown in the third matrix in Figure 4-10 

(a). Local polarisation change (δ) before and after mechanical excitation is used to determine 

the logical signal of each cell during reading. Aa and Ba follow rule (1) where δ = 0, while Ab 

and Bb follow rule (3) where δ ≠ 0. As has been defined above, we receive a reading of zero if 

δ = 0 and of one if δ ≠ 0, as shown in Figure 4-10 (b). 

 

 

Figure 4-10 (a) Mechanically reversible domains are denoted as the logical signal 0, while 

mechanically irreversible domains are signified by the logical signal 1. In the writing process, 

by applying the bias to cells Ab and Bb and mechanical loading to cells Aa and Ba, the 

logical states of the four cells become Aa(0), Ab(1), Ba(0) and Bb(1), which are independent 

of their initial states. In the reading process, mechanical loading is applied to the cells and 

transfers logical states in the cells to the mechanically reversible state (0). (b) By detecting 

the change of the polarisation δ, cells are read 0 when δ = 0 or 1 when δ > 0. Cells are 

therefore read Aa(0), Ab(1), Ba(0) and Bb(1). 
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The present chapter aims to provide an advanced way to achieve writing and reading for 

non-volatile memories, which could overcome the oft-observed, long-standing backswitching 

problem with ferroelectric memories. A combination of mechanical and electric routines will 

be utilised to realise the four logical states of Aa(1), Ab(1), Ba(0) and Bb(0) proposed by our 

manuscript, then the corresponding mechanical and electrical processing will be performed. 

In general, compared to traditional electric writing and reading processes, ferroelectric 

domain writing and reading by mechanical methods has several advantages, including 1) 

generating stable domain patterns that exhibit no relaxation for several days after switching, 2) 

demonstrating no damage to the sample surface caused by a high loading force and 3) writing 

entirely in nanoscale with a size of less than 10 nm, which can be quite localised. The nanoscale 

characteristics were quite favourable for high-density memory applications80, 304, 305. However, 

the present two memory state was distinguished by whether δ equalled zero or not, causing 

difficulties in the designs of the corresponding reading circuit. This led me to carefully consider 

the future possible routines for more convenient reading and writing. 

4.4. Summary 

In conclusion, in-situ TEM experiments and phase-field modelling have been used to 

explore the mutually combined effects of mechanical stress and electric loading on the 

ferroelastic domain structures in PMN-33%PT. The results showed that domain structures can 

exist in mechanically irreversible or mechanically reversible states, depending on whether the 

structures have been subjected to electrical or mechanical excitation. This domain switching 

behaviour is different to that of other traditional ferroelectric material because of the low and 

asymmetric energy barriers among different domains. The extensive application of these two 

states can be conceptually used for non-volatile memories, representing the logical signals 0 

and 1 respectively. Since the logical signals do not need to measure the polarisation states, the 

ferroelastic/ferroelectric domain backswitching no longer leads to data loss in the memories. 
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Therefore, the reliability of the non-volatile memories is significantly enhanced. Further, the 

new writing and reading methods allow for the use of ferroelastic domains (e.g., the 90° 

domains used in this investigation) and, therefore, significantly broaden the number of 

candidate materials for non-volatile memories. 
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Chapter 5  

 

The facilitation of ferroelectric switching via the 

mechanical manipulation of hierarchical nanoscale 

domain structures 

 

 

5.1. Introduction 

Ferroelectric materials, exhibiting the intrinsic coupling of spontaneous polarisation and 

strain, have been extensively investigated for their critical applications in next-generation 

logical devices, non-volatile memories, actuators and sensors76, 82, 306-308. A low-threshold field 

for ferroelectric domain switching is important in advanced applications for low energy 

consumption. Lowering the threshold field requires comprehensive understanding of domain 

switching kinetics under external stimuli, including temperature159, 289, electrical bias145, 165, 167, 

176, 199, 260, 282 and/or mechanical stress80, 183, 283. Recent investigations have demonstrated that 

domain orientation has significant effects on polarisation hysteresis, coercive fields, remnant 

polarisation and the dielectric and piezoelectric properties of ferroelectric materials under 

electrical bias stimulation198, 309, 310. These effects can result from the fact that the nucleation 

barriers for the ferroelastic domain walls are smaller in specific directions, leading to a high 

density of ferroelastic domain walls that promotes ferroelastic transition and consequently 

facilitates ferroelectric transition176. 

Previous investigations of domain switching kinetics have most often been conducted 

using epitaxial ferroelectric films277, 305, 311. While ferroelectric switching (180° domain 
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switching) in these films can be facilitated by ferroelastic transitions (non-180° domain 

switching), it usually requires the delicate selection of a crystalline direction and the proper 

design of epitaxial ferroelectric films198, 311, including the selection of the substrate and film 

materials and film thickness. Further, the motion of the ferroelastic domain walls in epitaxial 

thin films is usually restricted by the elastic constraint of the substrate that limits the ferroelastic 

transition190. In bulk ferroelectric materials without constraint by any substrate, the formation 

of freely mobile ferroelastic domain walls requires relatively low energy, making it possible to 

promote ferroelectric switching via ferroelastic transition151, 172. Therefore, it is of significant 

interest to explore a controllable way to manipulate high density and freely mobile ferroelastic 

domain walls and to understand the microscopic mechanisms for the interaction of ferroelastic 

and ferroelectric switching in bulk ferroelectrics. 

Recent developments in in-situ TEM have provided a platform for applying 

simultaneously multiple stimuli to micro- and nanoscale specimens145, 184, 190, measuring their 

physical and mechanical properties and studying their structural evolutions under external 

stimuli. This has made it possible to conduct a real-time examination of polarisation switching. 

For this chapter, we applied in-situ TEM and phase-field modelling to investigate the 

heterogeneous ferroelastic transition process (the coexistence of nano- and micro-ferroelastic 

domains) by applying mechanical loading and to explore its significant assistance to 

ferroelectric transition under simultaneous mechanical and electrical loading in PMN-38%PT 

single crystals with tetragonal domains128 at room temperature. The formation of a high density 

of tetragonal domains in normal ferroelectrics usually requires a biaxial constraint in thin 

films177, 184. This limits significantly the motion of ferroelastic domain walls. For relaxor-based 

ferroelectric PMN-38%PT, the energy barriers for domain nucleation and motion within 

tetragonal domains are expected to be significantly lower than those of normal ferroelectrics—

for example, PbTiO3 and PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3—because they are close to the MPB of PMN-xPT151. 
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As a result, it is possible to have a high density of 90° ferroelastic domains in a PMN-38%PT 

single crystal without it being biaxially constrained in thin films. Our phase-field simulations 

and in-situ TEM observations demonstrated a decreased threshold value in the external electric 

field for ferroelectric switching through the manipulation of ferroelastic 90o nanodomains by 

mechanical loading. These results have significantly advanced our fundamental understanding 

of how mechanical loading assists polarisation reversal and provides a new way for the 

manipulation of high-density mobile ferroelastic domain walls in bulk single crystals. 

5.2.  Experiments 

5.2.1. Materials synthesis and characterisation 

The PMN-38%PT single crystal was grown using a modified Bridgman method. Micro-

pillars were prepared using FIB milling in a Zeiss Auriga SEM. A bulk PMN-38%PT specimen 

was first mechanically polished to a thickness of ~ 1 µm at the edge. A long bar with 

dimensions of 9 µm × 70 µm × 1 µm was cut from the thin edge of the specimen using an FIB 

and was lifted using a tungsten manipulator and placed on a pre-cut Cu base. Pt deposition was 

used to fix the bar onto the Cu base. Pillars were cut from the long bar using the FIB, which 

was operated at 30 kV and 50 nA for coarse milling and 10 kV and 10 nA for fine milling. A 

thick pillar was retained between two neighbouring thin pillars, effectively preventing 

materials’ deposition from one thin pillar to another during the FIB processing. TEM 

observations were carried out using a JEOL 2100 microscope operated at 200 kV. In-situ 

mechanical stressing and electrical biasing were conducted using a Hysitron PI 95 TEM 

Picoindenter with a flat conductive tip. Stress was applied to pillars by moving the flat 

conductive tip towards the pillars in the displacement-control mode with displacement rates for 

both approach and retraction of 3 nm/s. The bias was supplied by a Keithley 2602A 

SourceMeter integrated in the ECM. Gentle contact between the conductive tip and the pillar 

was held for the closed-loop electrical loading experiment. The bias was raised from 0 V to +5 
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V between five and 15 seconds with a ramping rate of 0.5 V/s. High-resolution STEM-HAADF 

images were obtained using a JEOL ARM 200 STEM equipped with a spherical-aberration 

corrector operated at 200 kV.  

5.2.2. Experiment setup 

Figure 5-1(a) presents a schematic of the in-situ experiment setup. A bulk PMN-38%PT 

single crystal was fixed on a Cu base using Pt deposition. Multiple PMN-38%PT pillars with 

dimensions of 2.0 µm × 1.3 μm × 0.08 µm (length × width × thickness) were produced using 

mechanical grinding, followed by FIB processing. In-situ mechanical and electrical stimuli 

were applied using a conductive probe under the TEM. The Cu base acted as one electrode and 

the conductive probe as the other electrode. A typical domain configuration observed from a 

pillar is presented in Figure 5-1 (b). Lamellar-like domains with bandwidths of hundreds of 

nanometres at a 45° inclination were found in the pillar. The STEM-HAADF technique was 

used to image the polarisation directions and the domain-wall structures. Figure 5-1 (b) shows 

an example of an HAADF image in which a domain wall separating the head-to-tail tetragonal 

domains was marked by a blue solid line. All domains in the pillar were examined, confirming 

the overall head-to-tail domain orientation of the pillar. 

In this chapter, tetragonal domains with polarisation along the positive and negative [100], 

[010] and [001] axes are referred to as 𝑃1
+/−

, 𝑃2
+/−

 and 𝑃3
+/−

 respectively. Through the 

measurement of the displacement between Pb cations and their surrounding Mg/Nb/Ti cations 

in the HAADF image in Figure 5-1 (b)231, the polarisations of the domains on the left (𝑃3
+) and 

right (𝑃1
−) sides of the domain wall were determined by pointing towards [001] and [1̅00] 

respectively (see the details in the enlarged purple and orange boxes in Figure 5-1 (b)). The 

structure of the alternating head-to-tail, 90° domains with straight 𝑃3
+/𝑃1

− domain walls inside 
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the initial domain configuration in this PMN-38%PT single-crystal pillar was therefore 

identified. 

 

 

Figure 5-1 (a) Schematic diagram of the experiment setup. A bulk PMN-38%PT matrix with 

thin pillars was fixed to a grounded Cu platform using a Pt deposition. A conductive tip 

connected to the ECM acted as an indenter and electrode for the mechanical and electrical 

loading. The actual allocation of the pillar and the tip was captured by the enlarged TEM 

image. (b) A dark-field TEM image and an STEM-HAADF image showing a head-to-tail 

tetragonal domain configuration across a domain boundary as indicated by the green box. The 

domain wall is indicated using a blue line, while polarisations are indicated using large purple 

and yellow vectors. The intersecting purple and yellow boxes show the enlarged polarisations 

in the 𝑷𝟑
+ and 𝑷𝟏

− domain areas respectively. 

 

5.2.3. Domain switching kinetic under electric loading 

An electrical-loading-induced domain switching is presented in Figures 5-2 (a)–5-2 (d). 

For the convenience of the discussion of the observed phenomena, domain configurations in 

the area highlighted by the green box in Figure 5-2 (a) are schematically drawn at the bottom 

of Figure 5-2, where the four drawings from the left to the right correspond to the green box 

area in Figures 5-2 (a)–5-2 (d). The initial domain configuration is shown in Figure 5-2 (a). 

With an increase in the bias from 0 V to +3 V (not shown here), the domain configuration did 

not change, as an electrical field is not large enough to initiate polarisation reversal190 when 

𝐸𝑖∆𝑃𝑖 < 2𝑃𝑠𝐸𝑐, where 𝐸𝑖 is the electric field, ∆𝑃𝑖 is the change of polarisation vector, 𝑃𝑠 is the 

spontaneous polarisation and 𝐸𝑐 is the coercive field175. 
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Figure 5-2 (a–d) A series of images showing the evolution of ferroelastic domains under 

electrical loading. On the bottom of the images are the schematic drawings of the area 

indicated by the green box. Drawings from left to right represent (a–d). (e) An STEM-

HAADF image showing a head-to-tail, tetragonal domain configuration across the domain 

boundary, as indicated by the blue box in (d). The domain wall is indicated using a blue line, 

while polarisations are indicated using large green and red vectors. The inset green and red 

boxes show enlarged HAADF images from which the local polarisation of the 𝑷𝟑
− and 𝑷𝟏

+ 

domain areas was determined. 

 

When the bias was larger than +3 V, a vertical domain wall formed, as is indicated by 

the white arrow in Figure 5-2 (b); this was followed by the expansion of the new domain with 

a different contrast. This process led to the formation of a zipper-like pattern accompanied by 

contrast reversal at the original micro-domain walls, as indicated by the white arrow (see Figure 

5-2 (b)). Further increasing the bias to over +3.7 V, a horizontal domain wall formed in the 

neighbouring 𝑃1
− domain. Interestingly, after the formation of the horizontal domain wall, the 

zipper-like pattern disappeared (as indicated by the red arrow) from between the two newly 

formed domains, as shown in Figure 5-2 (c). With the increase of the bias, these newly formed 

domains kept expanding along the original bulk domain walls. After bias unloading, partial 

400 nm 

2 nm 
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backswitching occurred because of the intrinsic surface electrostatic and internally spontaneous 

strain-induced elastic energy280, 281, as illustrated by Figure 5-2 (d). An STEM-HAADF image 

from the blue box area in Figure 5-2 (d) is shown in Figure 5-2 (e). On the left and right hand 

sides of the domain wall, polarisation is discovered to be pointing down (𝑃3
−) and left (𝑃1

+), as 

indicated by the green and red arrows respectively. This indicates a new 90° head-to-tail 𝑃3
−/𝑃1

+ 

uncharged domain wall that was formed under electrical poling. Ferroelastic domains can be 

reversed to 180° if an opposite electrical bias to the original dipole direction is applied161. When 

a bias is larger than +3 V, the electrical field is large enough to initiate 180° polarisation 

reversal, forming vertical, neutrally charged 180° domain walls in the original 𝑃3
+ domains and 

minimising the electrostatic energy. Along with the formation of 𝑃3
− domains, charged 𝑃3

−/𝑃1
−, 

tail-to-tail domain walls were created, which is energetically unflavoured. To compensate for 

the significantly charged domain-wall energy and to allow for the creation of a neutral bound 

charge, the zipper-like domain wall was formed. Accompanying these nanodomain walls, the 

𝑃3
−/𝑃1

− 90° domain wall became zipper-shaped. Under an electrical field along 𝑃3
− direction, 

90° ferroelastic domain switching of 𝑃1
− is generally unfavourable in comparison with 180° 

ferroelectric switching because of the large energy penalty (extra elastic energy) associated 

with the 90° ferroelastic reversal that occurs to accommodate such switching events184. 

Therefore, when the in-plane electrical field caused by the large bound charge density at the 

domain boundary was sufficiently large184, the 𝑃1
+ domain associated with the 180° 𝑃1

−/𝑃1
+ 

ferroelectric domain wall formed. Because of its association with the 𝑃1
+  expansion, the 

charged 𝑃3
− / 𝑃1

−  domain wall became a neutral 𝑃3
− / 𝑃1

+  domain wall, resulting in the 

disappearance of the zipper-shaped domain wall. 

5.2.4. Effects of positive and negative biases 

Figure 5-3 shows the effects of positive and negative biases on ferroelectric switching. 

Figure 5-3 (a) exhibits the domain configuration after electric poling with a bias of +5 V—the 
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same configuration as that presented in Figure 5-2 (d). Applying a gradually increased negative 

bias gradually erased the originally switched domains (see Figures 5-3 (b)–5.3 (c)) until the 

switched domains were completely removed (see Figure 5-3 (d)). This domain configuration 

remained after unloading the electrical bias. Such completely reversible domain switching by 

applying opposite electrical fields returned the original domain configuration, allowing for the 

comparison of electrical poling effects with and without mechanical confinement. 

The positive–negative cycle can be repeated. As can be seen in Figures 5-3 (e)–5.3 (h), a 

positive bias of +5 V was again applied to the pillar. Here, exactly the same domain 

configuration as that shown in Figure 5-3 (a) was achieved (see Figure 5-3 (h)). 

 

Figure 5-3 The effects of positive and negative biases on a single-crystal PMN-38%PT pillar. 

(a–d) Negative bias was applied to the pillar that was previously poled by a +5 V bias. (e–h) 

A positive bias of +5 V was repeatedly loaded onto the same pillar. The same poling result as 

shown in Figure 5-2 was achieved. 

5.2.5. Domain switching kinetics under mechanical loading 

Electrical loading led to 180° ferroelectric domain reversal in the micro-tetragonal 

domains but it did not alter the ferroelastic domain structure. Generally, the nucleation energy 

barrier of ferroelastic 90o domain walls is lower than that of ferroelectric 180° domain walls in 

single crystals, without a significant pinning force against the 90° domain walls176, 312. However, 

400 nm 
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my experiment results, shown in Section 5.2.3, suggest ferroelectric switching, rather than the 

motion of ferroelastic domain walls. Therefore, there could be a relatively strong pinning effect 

on the micro-ferroelastic domain walls in the present PMN-38%PT single crystal, which could 

originate from the existence of oxygen vacancy, topological defects or compositional variations 

in relaxor-based ferroelectrics300, 313-315. 

Domain switching under mechanical loading presents a markedly different picture from 

electrical loading. Figures 5-4 (a)–5-4 (e) depict the evolution of domain configurations during 

a mechanical loading cycle (see Figure 5-4 (g)). The domain configurations in the green box 

area (see Figure 5-4 (a)) are schematically illustrated at different stress stages in the lower parts 

of Figures 5-4 (a)–5-4 (e). The initial domain configuration with alternate 𝑃3
+/𝑃1

− domains is 

shown in Figure 5-4 (a). At the stress level of 8.6 MPa, some straight nano-bands with 

orientations perpendicular to the original 𝑃3
+/𝑃1

− domain wall formed, as is indicated by the 

white arrow in Figure 5-4 (b). 

Analysis of the newly formed structures (see the below Section 5.2.5.1) indicates that the 

straight bands are new 𝑃1
+  domains with charge neutral head-to-tail 90° 𝑃3

+ / 𝑃1
+  walls 

perpendicular to the original micro-domain walls, as illustrated in the lower part of Figure 5-4 

(b) in red colour. Upon increasing the stress to 55.8 MPa, straight bands with orientations 

parallel to the original micro-domain walls formed, as shown in Figure 5-4 (c). It turns out that 

the straight nano-bands parallel to the micro-domain walls are newly switched 𝑃1
− domains 

with 𝑃3
+/𝑃1

− domain walls. My experiment results show that the original micro-domain wall 

positions, as indicated by the dotted lines in the lower part of Figure 5-4 (c), shifted slightly as 

a consequence of the shrinkage of the 𝑃3
+ domains. While the motion of the micro-domain 

walls was limited when the stress was further increased, the density of the new nanodomains 

increased dramatically (see Figure 5-4 (d)). Once the external stress was removed, the switched 
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domain fully reversed: the new nanodomains disappeared and the micro-domain walls returned 

to their original positions (see Figure 5-4 (e)). Note that the original 𝑃1
− domains remained 

unchanged during the mechanical loading cycle, because 𝑃1
−  domains are favourable for 

compression along [001], as is schematically shown in Figure 5-4 (f). Since the pillar was close 

to a two-dimensional material with significant (010) surfaces, the polarisation switching to 

𝑃2
+/−

 would induce a significant electrostatic field which is not desirable and therefore was not 

detected in the experiment. Figure 5-4 (g) shows the corresponding loading stress–time curve. 

Because the loading and unloading processes were displacement control with a constant 

displacement rate, the approximate linear stress–time curve for approach and retraction 

indicated that the deformation process of the pillar was elastic without obvious bending. 

The application of mechanical loading significantly modified the domain orientation, 

which could have affected the electrical poling process. Macroscopic studies on mechanical 

loading with electrical poling316 reported that the electric field–polarisation hysteresis as well 

as the ferroelectric properties were completely different from those that merely underwent 

electrical poling. Such difference was significant when the compressive stress was larger than 

20 MPa. A possible mechanism was proposed whereby all 𝑃3
+ domains were converted to a 

single 𝑃1
−  domain through the motion of the original micro 𝑃3

+ /𝑃1
−  domain walls with 

mechanical loadings of over 20 MPa316, 317. However, my experiment results proved contrary 

to the effectiveness of this proposed mechanism. With pinned micro-ferroelastic domain walls 

and relatively low energy barriers for domain nucleation and motion within micro-domains, 

compressive stress favoured the formation of a high density of ferroelastic 90° nanodomains 

inside the micro- 𝑃3
+ domains, indicating that the difference in electrical poling dynamic was a 

consequence of the formation of 90° nanodomains. 
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Figure 5-4 (a–e) A series of images showing the evolution of ferroelastic domains under 

mechanical excitation. At the bottom of each image is the schematic drawing of the domain 

structure from the area within the green box indicated in (a). (f) Schematic of the introduction 

of four possible types of polarisation by applying compression along [001] to the original 

polarisation along [001]. (g) A load/bias as opposed to a time curve showing the real-time 

application of a mechanical load with zero bias. Labels a to e correspond to the image order 

from a to e and indicate their relative positions on the curve. 

5.2.5.1. Analysis of newly formed nanodomains 

It is difficult to determine the polarisation of newly formed nanodomains under 

mechanical loading for the following two reasons: (1) they disappear after mechanical 

unloading and (2) it is not possible to conduct atomic-resolution STEM-HAADF imaging 

during mechanical loading. However, there is one possible way to analyse the polarisation of 

this type of nanodomain, as shown in Figure 5-5. When a large electrical bias was applied to a 

pillar with the original domain configuration depicted in Figure 5-5 (a), a completely different 

domain configuration with a high density of nanodomains—the same as that observed in Figure 

5-4—formed, as revealed in Figure 5-5(c).  

400 nm 
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Figure 5-5 (a–c) Domain structure evolution with increasing negative bias against a pillar. 

(d) An enlarged HAADF-STEM image showing a 90° head-to-tail domain configuration. 

 

Because the specimen was in contact with (and not mounted to) the probe during the 

experiment, the end that was connected to the probe was able to be slightly bended (because of 

the elongation of the sample) by the strong electrical-bias-induced current. Because such 

bending was constrained by the probe, the current distribution was non-uniform, introducing a 

significantly localised field that completely altered the domain configuration, leading to a 

strain-induced-like structure, as shown in Figure 5-4. This process was accompanied by 

pronounced levels of remnant strain that retained the high density of nanodomain configuration 

after the removal of the electrical bias, providing an opportunity to analyse the domain structure. 

An STEM-HAADF image obtained from the region marked with the red box in Figure 5-5 (c) 

clearly a shows a head-to-tail domain configuration (as seen in the enlarged STEM-HAADF 

image in Figure 5-5 (d)), indicating that the newly formed nanodomain walls were 90° domain 

walls. 

400 nm 
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5.2.5.2. Mechanical compressive loading on a bulk PMN-38PT specimen 

Figure 5-6 shows a compression loading experimental result for a bulk PMN-38PT 

specimen. Ninety degree tetragonal nanodomains were present in the P3 domains after 

mechanical stressing. Since it was a bulk specimen, the width of the specimen compared to the 

compression area was assumed to be infinite. Compared with the pillar sample shown earlier, 

this demonstrates the introduction of nanodomain arrays applied to different boundary 

conditions—limited width and infinite width—of the specimen. 

 

 

Figure 5-6 TEM images show microstructures in a bulk PMN-38PT sample (a) before and 

(b) after mechanical loading. 
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5.2.6. Phase-field simulations Ϯ 

5.2.6.1.  Phase-field model 

A phase-field approach250 was employed to study ferroelastic domain evolutions under 

electrical and mechanical stimuli by solving the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation: 

i
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,       (5-1) 

Here,  3,2,1iPi  are the three polarisation components and L  is the kinetic coefficient. The 

total free energy of the system F  is expressed as318: 
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Here, the bulk free energy bulkf , the polarisation gradient energy 
gradf , the elastic energy elasf  

and the electric dipole interaction energy elecf  are included. The bulk free energy of the stress-

free bulk PMN-38%PT is described using a sixth-order Landau polynomial: 
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In this case, only 1  is assumed to be temperature dependent and all coefficients are obtained 

from our thermodynamic study. 

The polarisation gradient energy represents the domain-wall energy in the system. In this 

simulation, the isotropic gradient energy is assumed for the sake of simplicity, thus the 

polarisation gradient energy is expressed as184, 292: 

 

Ϯ The phase-field modelling was conducted by Dr. Liang Hong under the guidance of Prof. Long-Qing Chen from 

Pennsylvania State University. (With permission from Dr. Liang Hong and Prof. Long-Qing Chen) 
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Here, 1111G  is the gradient energy coefficient. 

The electrostrictive effect in PMN-38%PT produces the spontaneous deformation 0

ij  

that is related to iP . The elastic energy is292: 

  00

2

1
klklijijijklelas cf   ,    (5-5) 

Here, 
ijklc  is the elastic stiffness tensor. The total strain 

ijijij    is composed of the 

homogeneous strain 
ij  and the heterogeneous strain 

ij . The spontaneous strain is 

lkijklij PPQ0 , where 
ijklQ  signifies the electrostrictive coefficients measured by the 

experiments. The elastic strain is solved through the mechanical equilibrium condition 

0, jij  by using the microelasticity theory294 of Khachaturyan and Shatalov. 

Electrostatic energy is considered through the long-range interactions of spontaneous 

polarisations, which can be described as296: 

iijiijelec PEEEkf  0
2

1
 ,                                (5-6) 

In this case, 0  is the vacuum permittivity and 
ijk  is the relative background dielectric constant 

tensor. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that 0ijk  when ji  . The Gauss-Seidel 

iteration method with an error tolerance of 10-4 was applied to solve the electrostatic 

equilibrium condition 0,,0  iijiij Pk  319, where iiE , . Both the top and bottom 

surfaces of the PMN-38%PT pillar were shorted—that is, 0  on the interface between pillar 

and substrate and 
appl   on the top free surface. 
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For the present two-dimensional simulations, a regular grid of  64  1  64  voxels is 

adopted with periodic boundary conditions along all dimensions. The voxel size nm 1  is 

related to 110G  by 
C 27

33%PTPMN
1110 


T

G  . The gradient energy coefficient is chosen to be 

6.01101111 GG  in reduced units. Here, the thermodynamic parameter of PMN-33%PT at 

room temperature—that is, NmC 1046.3 2-2733%PTPMN
1  —is chosen as the reference value for 

dimensionless, other ferroelectric properties in this study. The corresponding material 

constants for the stress-free Landau energy, the elastic constants and the elecrostrictive 

coefficients of PMN-38%PT are: NmC 1051.4 2-27
1  , NmC 1028.5 6-48

11  , 

NmC 1004.1 6-49
12  , NmC 1062.5 10-69

111  , NmC 1080.1 10-610
112  , NmC 1044.3 10-610

123  , 

GPa 26411 c , GPa 18712 c , GPa 431111 c , 4-2
11 mC 062.0Q , 4-2

12 mC 025.0Q , 4-2
44 mC 027.0Q . The 

thermodynamic study on PMN-PT will be published elsewhere. The time step is 03.00  tt , 

where 
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  to normalise the calculated results. 

In the experimentally examined PMN-38%PT pillar, the pinned micro-domain walls 

restrict the elastic expansion or contraction of micro-domains along [100]. Thus, we assume a 

clamped 21xx  plane on a single micro-domain to computationally study the constraint effects 

on the ferroelastic domain transition process. For simulations on a domain with constraint, we 

have 011  ,   appl

V
sdVV 333333

0

3333 /1     293 and 013  . Further, ijkls  is the elastic 

compliance tensor and 
appl

33  is the applied stress. For simulations on a domain without 

constraint,   appl

V

sdVV 331133
0
1111 /1    ,   appl

V

sdVV 333333
0
3333 /1     and 013  . The 
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ferroelastic energy barrier is probed by applying a variety of compressive stress to an initial 

𝑃3
+ domain and then calculating the ferroelastic energy of the stable domain structures. 

5.2.6.2. Phase-field experiments 

Figure 5-7 presents the results of the phase-field calculations and simulations for the 

domain transition kinetics of a PMN-38%PT single crystal under different loading conditions. 

To demonstrate the pinning effect of micro-domain walls on domain transition kinetics, we 

first calculated the ferroelastic energy of the tetragonal domains with and without constraint. 

Figure 5-7 (a) shows that, while the ferroelastic energy for a c-domain remains the same, the 

ferroelastic energy barrier for rotating a single c-domain to an a-domain with constraint is one 

order of magnitude larger than that without constraint (the energy barrier is presented by the 

peak energy between the two local energy minima). Therefore, the elastic energy can be easily 

relaxed when the micro-domain is not constrained by neighbouring domain walls. In contrast, 

domain transition in a micro 𝑃3
+ domain, wherein elastic expansion or contraction along [100] 

is constrained by the pinned 𝑃3
+ / 𝑃1

−  micro-domain walls, occurs via the formation of 

intermediate ferroelastic domains. The large elastic energy barrier for the constraint situation 

not only leads to the formation of an intermediate ferroelastic 90o domain structure, it also 

presents an approach for reversible ferroelastic switching after external mechanical stress is 

removed. 

When only an electrical loading is applied to a single 𝑃3
+  domain, ferroelectric 180o 

domain switching (𝑃3
+ to 𝑃3

−) occurs (see Figure 5-7 (b)), which requires little change in elastic 

energy. When only mechanical stress is applied, multiple ferroelastic 90o 𝑃1  domains are 

produced in the pillar as shown in Figure 5-7 (c). If the compression is removed, most 𝑃1 

domains rotate back to the original tetragonal 𝑃3
+  domain, demonstrating the reversible 
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ferroelastic domain transition, which is consistent with the experiment observations shown in 

Figure 5-4 and the calculated ferroelastic energy barrier presented in Figure 5-7 (a). 

 

     

Figure 5-7 Phase-field simulation and calculation on kinetic domain transformation in PMN-

38%PT single crystal. (a) Predicted ferroelastic energy of tetragonal domains in a PMN-

38%PT single crystal. The two local minimum points in the wavy red curve represent the 

ferroelastic energy for a constrained c-domain and an a-domain respectively. The local 

maximum in the middle of the red curve represents the energy required (the energy barrier) 

for rotating a single c-domain to an a-domain. (b, c, d) Domain transition under electrical 

loading alone, mechanical loading alone and combined mechanical and electrical loading 

respectively. Instead of 180° ferroelectric switching, as shown in (b), continuous 90° 

ferroelastic domain transition is observed when mechanical loading is applied in (c). 

 

The above simulation results explain very clearly the formation of the 90o tetragonal 

nanodomains depicted in Figure 5-4. During the mechanical loading, the motion of the micro-
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domain walls is limited by the pinning effects, leading to constraint on the micro 𝑃3
+ domains. 

The resulting significant elastic energy is usually released instantly through the formation of 

multiple nano-sized 𝑃1 domains. 

Figure 5-7 (d) presents the effect of the formation of ferroelastic nanodomains on 

ferroelectric switching under combined mechanical and electrical loading by phase-field 

simulations. The initial state was the stable domain structure under mechanical loading that is 

shown in Figure 5-7 (c). Keeping the same mechanical loading, electrical loading was applied 

along the 𝑃3
−  direction, resulting in a fundamentally different domain switching evolution. 

Instead of rotating towards the poling direction, tetragonal domains rotate 90° only—that is, 

𝑃3
+→𝑃1

− , 𝑃1
+→𝑃3

−  and 𝑃1
−→𝑃3

− . Under combined mechanical and electrical loadings, the 

ferroelectric switching proceeds via a ferroelastic domain transition and all domain walls retain 

a neutral charge that minimises the electrostatic fields. 

5.2.7. Domain switching kinetics under combined mechanical and electrical loadings 

Ninety degree domain switching with the assistance of high-density 90° nano-tetragonal 

domains is revealed by phase-field simulations for combined electrical and mechanical loading. 

An in-situ TEM study on the domain switching process under combined mechanical and 

electrical loading was also conducted to confirm the phase-field prediction. A combined 

loading was applied to the same pillar, represented in Figure 5-2. 

A negative bias of –4 V was first applied to completely recover the initial domain 

structures shown in Figures 5-2 (a) and 5-8 (a). Then, a mechanical loading of 190 MPa along 

the [001] direction was applied, forming two new types of 90° nanodomain walls, as shown in 

Figure 5-8 (b). The mechanical stress was maintained during the subsequent electrical loading 

process. The domain structures for each distinct domain sub-band type shown in Figures 5-8 

(a)–5-8 (d) are presented schematically in Figures 5-8 (e)–5-8 (l). 
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Figure 5-8 (a–d) A series of experimental images showing the evolution of ferroelastic 

domains under electrical loading with mechanical loading. The 180° ferroelectric domain 

wall 𝑷𝟏
+/𝑷𝟏

−is indicated by the white arrow in (d). (e–m) Illustrations of the switching process 

in an originally micro 𝑷𝟑
+ domain, for the initial state (e), mechanical loading only (f, g), low 

electrical bias with mechanical loading (h–j), high electrical bias with mechanical loading (k, 

l) and predicted higher electric bias with mechanical loading (m). 

 

At the initial state (Figure 5-8 (a)), the domain sub-band in area (e) is up-poled (𝑃3
+). 

With the mechanical stress, parts of 𝑃3
+ rotate to 𝑃1

+ (with 𝑃3
+/𝑃1

+ domain walls in (f)) and 𝑃1
− 

(with 𝑃3
+/𝑃1

− domain walls in (g)). By applying a +3 V electrical bias, while keeping the same 

mechanical loading (see Figure 5-8 (c)), a 90° reorientation of domain boundaries occurred in 

both the (h) and (i) domain sub-bands, while the domain boundaries in (j) did not change. The 

90° domain-wall rotations from (f) and (g) to (h) and (i) respectively, are intermediate states 

that facilitate the whole 180° domain-wall rotation by electric loading under mechanical 

loading. Without mechanical loading, such 90° domain-wall rotation would occur only when 

the electrical poling ran along the [111] direction198. 
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Such interesting continuous rotation of 90° nano-tetragonal domain structures under 

combined electrical and mechanical excitations is closely related to ferroelastic transition. 

Without mechanical loading, 180° domain reversal takes place with the formation of neutrally 

charged 180° domain walls. Surprisingly, it is found that (f) rotates 90° to (h) when an electrical 

bias is applied, as shown in Figure 5-8 (c). Similarly, (g) rotates 90° to (i) (see Figure 5-8 (c)), 

followed by another 90° domain-wall rotation to (k) with an increase of the bias (see Figure 5-

8 (d)). According to the phase-field simulations depicted in Figure 5-6 (d), the (g) state rotating 

to the (k) state via orthorhombic domains is an energetically favourable path when only 

neutrally charged domain walls exist. However, accompanying the existence of the pinned 

neighbouring 𝑃1
− domain, the 𝑃3

+/𝑃1
− (g) nanodomain walls energetically prefers rotating 90° 

(to (i)) towards 𝑃1
− before reaching the energetically favourable state (k). Once the state (k) has 

been stabilised, the significantly charged domain wall between (k) and the original micro 𝑃1
− 

domain will rotate the neighbouring 𝑃1
− domains to 𝑃1

+. The transition from (f) to (h) is also 

attributed to the same catalyst, whereby the neighbour switched 𝑃1
+ domain stabilises the (h) 

state, making it difficult to rotate again. This is confirmed by the switching process depicted in 

Figure 5-8, where the neighbouring 180° 𝑃1
−/𝑃1

+ domain wall, indicated by the white arrow in 

Figure 5-8 (d), keeps pace with the production of a stable 𝑃3
−/𝑃1

+ domain structure—shown in 

(h) and (k). Such a stable 90° nanodomain structure (𝑃3
−/𝑃1

+) is consistent with our phase-field 

simulation results. Further increasing the electric field would ultimately lead to the switching 

of (l) to (m). 

5.2.7.1. The continuous rotation of 90° nano-tetragonal domain structures during 

electrical poling with mechanical loading 

The formation of high-density 90° nanodomain walls triggers complex 90° domain 

switching when electrical bias is applied. Figure 5-9 illustrates the detailed domain switching 

processes introduced by Xu et al.198—moving from (g) to (k) via (i) and from (f) to (h) in Figure 
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5-8. Figure 5-9 (a) represents 𝑃3
+/𝑃1

− (see Figure 5-8 (g)) domains. To clearly demonstrate the 

transition process, the whole 𝑃3
+/𝑃1

− area is divided into four parts labelled from one to four. In 

Part 1, the 𝑃3
+ domain rotates 180° to 𝑃3

−(as in Part 1 of Figure 5-9 (b)). At the same time, Parts 

2 and 4 rotate 90° from 𝑃3
+  to 𝑃1

−  and from 𝑃1
−  to 𝑃3

−  respectively, while Part 3 remains 

unchanged. 

 

Figure 5-9 Schematic of the continuous switching processes of 90° nano-tetragonal domain 

structures under combined external excitation—a switching path from 𝑷𝟑
+/𝑷𝟏

− to 𝑷𝟑
−/𝑷𝟏

+ (a–c) 

and a switching path from 𝑷𝟑
+/𝑷𝟏

+ to 𝑷𝟑
−/𝑷𝟏

+ (d–e). The solid black lines represent the domain 

walls, while the dashed black lines are used to separate sections. 

Similar to the processes shown in Figures 5-9 (a)–5-9 (b), the rotation from 𝑃3
−/𝑃1

− (see 

Figure 5-9 (b)) to 𝑃3
−/𝑃1

+ (see Figure 5-9 (c)) also includes four parts: two 90° rotations from 

𝑃3
− to 𝑃1

+ and from 𝑃1
− to 𝑃3

− in Parts 1 and 3 respectively, one 180° rotation from 𝑃1
− to 𝑃1

+ in 

Part 2 and the non-switched Part 4. Combining with the above two switching processes, the 

electrical loading under mechanical confinement rotates 𝑃3
+/𝑃1

− (see Figure 5-9 (a)) 180° to 

𝑃3
−/𝑃1

+ (see Figure 5-9 (c)) via an intermediate domain, in which the tetragonal 90° domain 

wall rotates 90° (see Figure 5-9 (b)). In contrast, the 180° rotation of a single micro 𝑃3
+ domain 

occurs under electrical loading only (as seen in Figure 5-2). 
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The rotation from 𝑃3
+/𝑃1

+ to 𝑃3
−/𝑃1

+ works in the same way as shown in Figures 5-9 (d) 

and 5-9 (e). By keeping Part 1 the same, Parts 2 and 4 perform 90° rotation from 𝑃3
+ to 𝑃1

+ and 

from 𝑃1
+  to 𝑃3

−  respectively. The 𝑃3
+  in Part 3 (see Figure 5-9 (d)) rotates 180° to 𝑃3

−  (see 

Figure 5-9 (e)). However, when the electric field is increased after this point, no more domain 

switching takes place in this area as a result of the neighbouring micro 𝑃1
+ domain that restricts 

any further switching processes. 

5.2.8. Mechanical loading facilitating ferroelectric switching 

Since ferroelastic switching requires less external energy than ferroelectric switching312, 

320 and the much smaller intrinsic nucleation barrier at the 90° domain walls than at 180° 

domain walls, the 90° ferroelastic domain switching is easier than the 180° ferroelectric domain 

switching. Therefore, electronic devices that realise ferroelectric switching via controllable 

ferroelastic transitions are more energy efficient. The length of switched domains is an 

important parameter for examining ferroelectric properties, including coercive fields, remnant 

polarisation and electromechanical coupling factors321. 

Figure 5-10 shows how the switched domain length was measured from TEM images. In 

this figure, the green-dashed lines represent the 180° domain walls that are formed by applying 

electrical bias. For the 𝑃3
− domain, the initial point of the domain wall starts from the micro-

domain wall, indicated by a white vector in the lower-right corner. The length of the 𝑃3
− domain 

is measured from this point to the 180° domain wall, tracing along the pointed micro-domain 

wall as indicated by the blue, double-headed arrow. Similarly, for the 𝑃1
+ domain, the domain 

wall is also initiated from this point. The length of the 𝑃1
+ domain is thus measured from this 

point to the horizontal 180° domain wall, as indicated by the red, double-headed arrow. 
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Figure 5-10 Switched domain length measurements: the green-dashed lines represent the 

vertical and horizontal 180° domain wall, while the blue and red vectors represent the 

measurements of the 𝑷𝟑
− and 𝑷𝟏

+ domain lengths respectively. The white vector points to the 

end of the micro-domain wall, which serves as the starting point for measurement. 

 

Figure 5-11 shows the lengths of the switched domains as a function of electric bias. The 

maximum switched 𝑃3
− domain length for combined electrical and mechanical loadings was 

significantly larger than those without mechanical loadings. The domain switching was 

initiated at a bias of +2 V and +3.2 V in situations with and without mechanical loading 

respectively. The former was surprisingly ~ 40% lower than the latter. Nevertheless, the 

switched 𝑃1
+ domain lengths (see the inset graph) were almost identical for both cases, because 

there was no switching assistance from the 90° nanodomains for the micro 𝑃1
− domains. 
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Figure 5-11 Switched domain length verses bias—a graph comparing the domain switching 

capabilities of electrical loading with and without mechanical loading in micro 𝑷𝟑
+ domains 

and micro 𝑷𝟏
− domains (see the inset graph). 

 

5.3. Summary 

In summary, our in-situ electron microscopy experiments and phase-field simulations 

revealed the domain switching processes of ferroelectric PMN-38%PT single crystals under 

different external loading conditions. Hierarchical ferroelastic domain transitions were 

observed when significant mechanical stress was applied. Phase-field simulations confirmed 

experiment observations that the 90° ferroelastic transition takes place under electrical poling 

with mechanical loading, while 180° micro-tetragonal domain reversal occurs under electrical 

loading without mechanical loading. The formation of 90° nanodomains assists ferroelectric 

domain switching and reduces the threshold field for domain switching by 40%, indicating the 

unique role that mechanical loading plays during electrical poling. This study provides new 
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insights into achieving controllable ferroelastic transitions to facilitate ferroelectric switching 

in bulk ferroelectric materials.  
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Chapter 6  

 

Stress-induced ‘elastic’ and ‘plastic’ ferroelectric domain 

switching 

 

 

6.1. Introduction 

Ferroelectric materials have attracted much attention for their potential use in actuators, 

sensors and non-volatile memories54, 64, 77, 116, 306. In these applications, ferroelectric materials 

are often subjected to various levels of mechanical loading187, 209, 210, 288, 310, either intentionally 

through the design of the devices or unintentionally, as caused by environmental stresses. 

Mechanical loadings, including uniaxial compression185, 189, 210 and tension211, 322, have been 

reported to significantly affect spontaneous polarisation, remnant polarisation, coercive fields 

and the hysteresis behaviour of ferroelectric materials. Several studies209, 210, 322 have found that, 

with applied stress changing from compression to tension, remnant polarisation increases and 

the coercive field decreases, while other studies have shown the opposite211. A comprehensive 

understanding of the dynamical microscopic structural behaviour of ferroelectric domains 

under stress is critical for revealing the mechanisms behind these contradictory results. 

However, this is not an easy task because of the difficulty of extracting structural details from 

conventional mechanical compression and tension experiments. A number of studies183, 210 

have been conducted to investigate microscopic domain switching kinetics under compression. 

I have demonstrated in Chapter 5 that a compression stress of ~ 180 MPa assists the nucleation 

of 90° nanodomains and decreases the coercive fields of materials. Using piezoresponse force 
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microscopy, Kwanlae et al.183 reported that domain evolution processes under mechanical 

compression with a stress of ~ 70 MPa include the nucleation of new lamellation and the 

overwriting of differently oriented lamellation. These results visualised how domain switching 

responds to low-level mechanical compression. However, it is not clear how domain switching 

responds to middle-to-high levels of stress. 

The coercive field30, 301 is a measure of the ability to resist depolarisation. Macroscopic 

investigations on the hysteresis of ferroelectric materials have suggested that polarisation will 

not be eliminated permanently before the applied external field reaches the coercive field and 

that polarisation will be redirected permanently when the applied field exceeds the coercive 

field42, 46, 279. However, this oft-studied behaviour lacks corresponding microscopic 

descriptions as to how a domain reacts to the different levels of applied fields, impeding the 

possibility of improving the hysteresis behaviour of ferroelectric materials via domain 

manipulation engineering. 

Here, I used an in-situ TEM to explore ferroelastic domain switching kinetics when 

subjected to low-to-high levels (before and after exceeding the coercive field) of mechanical 

compression and tension in PMN-38%PT single crystals with tetragonal domains128. It was 

found that, depending on the stress levels, the domain evolution processes exhibit an elastic-

like reversible behaviour under low levels of mechanical stress and a plastic-like irreversible 

behaviour under high levels of mechanical stress. The elastic-like behaviour involves the 

nucleation and merging of 90° ferroelastic nanodomains, while the plastic-like behaviour, 

surprisingly, exhibits 180° domain switching associated with the formation of a large, new 

single domain. These results provide significant new insights into polarisation switching 

kinetics and expand the fundamental comprehension of domain behaviour. Further, real-time 

observation of domain switching behaviour during a complete deformation process assists in 

comprehensively understanding macroscopic hysteresis behaviour. 
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6.2. Experimental results and discussion 

Figure 6-1 (a) presents a typical dark-field TEM image of a PMN-38%PT single-crystal 

pillar with dimensions of 2.0 µm × 1.5 μm × 0.08 µm (length  width  thickness) for the 

following in-situ compression and tension tests. The experimental setup and sample 

preparation have been detailed in Chapter 2. The indentation probe was covered with a layer 

of sticky matter to allow mechanical compression and tension experiments to be carried out on 

a sample pillar. Lamellar-like domains with different polarisation were found in the pillar. 

Three domains with 45° inclinations are marked by black-dashed lines and labelled with ○1 , 

○2 , and ○3  for the convenience of the following discussion. The STEM-HAADF technique184, 

275 was applied in the green box area to image the polarisation directions and the domain-wall 

structures. Through the measurement of the displacement between Pb cations and their 

surrounding Mg/Nb/Ti cations in the HAADF image184, 190, four distinct domains were located 

in the green box area, as shown in the enlarged STEM-HAADF image: the a- domain (the red 

vector) and the a+ domain (the yellow vector) are separated by a horizontal 180° domain wall, 

while the c- domain (the green vector) and the c+ domain (the purple vector) are separated by 

a tilted 180° domain wall. The domain labelling codes follow those used in Chapter 5. A 45° 

tilted domain wall separates the a and c-domains to ensure a non-charged head-to-tail domain 

structure. The four distinct domains (a−, a+, c−, and c+ domains) meet at a quad point. The 

domain configuration of the area with black-dashed lines has been schematically drawn at the 

bottom of Figure 6-1 (a). 

A low-level mechanical compression stress (~100 MPa) was applied to the pillar as 

shown in Figure 6-1 (b). Multiple 90° a- nanodomains nucleated in the original c+ domain area, 

forming nanostripes along the domain zone ○2 . This is consistent with the results presented in 

Chapter 5, where c± domains are easily rotated into a± domains under mechanical compression 
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along the c direction. Retracting the indentation probe changes the nature of the stress applied 

to the pillar from compression to tension, as shown in Figure 6-1 (c). Under tension stress, the 

domain evolution was different from when it was under compression: 90° nanostripes 

nucleated in the original a± domain zones ○1  and ○3 , while the domains in zone ○2  remained 

unchanged. Analysis of the newly formed 90° nanostripes shows that the rotation of a± domains 

to c± domains was triggered by the application of mechanical tension along the c direction. This 

result indicates that compression and tension along the same direction result in opposite effects: 

compression stress rotated the polarisation to the normal of the loading direction, while tension 

stress rotated the polarisation towards the loading direction. 

 

Figure 6-1 An in-situ compression and tension experiment on the same pillar. (a) The 

domain morphology without mechanical loading. On the bottom of the image is the 

schematic drawing of the three bands of domain areas labelled ○1 , ○2  and ○3 . The area 

marked by a green frame is enlarged. The corresponding STEM-HAADF image shows four 

distinct polarisations that meet at a quad point. (b) and (c) represent the domain morphologies 

under compressional and tensile stress respectively. 
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Although it is now clear that both compression and tension stresses promote the 

nucleation of 90° nanodomains, the domain evolution process under high levels of stress 

remains unknown. To explore the whole domain evolution process under increasing stress, a 

compression experiment is not suitable, as the pillar can be easily bent when subjected to high 

levels of compression stress. A series of TEM images in Figures 6-2 (a)–6-2 (d) and its 

corresponding stress–time plot in Figure 6-2 (e) present an example of the compression 

deformation process of a thin pillar. A platform in the stress–time curve was formed when the 

stress reached ~ 120MPa, which indicated the bending of the sample. This bending was 

confirmed by the bending contrast shown in Figure 6-2 (c). Therefore, tensile stressing is 

necessary for experiments with high levels of stress. 

 

Figure 6-2 (a–d) A series of images showing the deformation of a pillar under compressional 

stress. The bending contour shown in (c) represents the bending of the pillar. (e) A load–time 

curve showing the real-time application of mechanical compressional loading. The horizontal 

line between 13 and 16 seconds shows the moment of bending. 
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Figure 6-3 shows a tensile experiment for real-time domain switching kinetics using a 

PTP device mentioned in Chapter 2. Figure 6-3 (a) shows the real-time measured stress–time 

curve, while points b–i correspond to the loading moment in Figures 6-3 (b)–6-3 (i). The linear 

stress–time plot confirmed that the mechanical deformation process was pure elastic for 

deformations under the maximum stress of 300 MPa. Consistent with the domain configuration 

shown in Figure 3-1, alternately aligned head-to-tail a+ domain and c- domain configurations 

are presented before stressing, as shown in Figure 6-3 (b). With increasing tensile stress, 

multiple 90° nanodomains formed in bulk a+ domain areas, as shown in Figure 6-3 (c), which 

is consistent with those presented in Chapter 5 as well as the phenomena observed in Figure 6-

1. When the stress was increased, more 90° nanodomains formed from the original a+ domains. 

Figure 6-3 (d) shows an area (along with the corresponding enlarged area included in the green 

box) with a high density of nanodomains under stress levels reaching 105MPa. Further 

increasing the tensile stress led to the merging of the initiated 90° nanodomains until a new, 

large domain formed, as shown in Figures 6-3 (e)–6-3 (f). Full retraction of the stress removed 

all stress-induced nanodomains and the domains returned fully to their original configurations 

as shown in Figure 6-3 (i). 

It has been reported that domain walls are pinned by defects such as oxygen vacancy or 

compositional variation in relaxor-based ferroelectrics176, 210, 312. The pinning effect that 

constrains micro-domains produces a large, elastic energy barrier. Energy applied by external 

stress overcomes the energy needed to initiate new domains, leading to the formation of 

nanodomains. However, the energy stored in the new nanodomain and domain walls was not 

large enough to overcome the large, elastic energy barrier. Therefore, reversed ferroelastic 

switching occurred after the external stress was removed, as shown in Figure 6-3 (i). 
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Figure 6-3 (a) A load–time curve showing the real-time application of mechanical tensile 

loading. The linear plot represents a pure elastic deformation during the deformation process. 

Points b–i correspond to the stress applied to the sample at (b–i). (b–i) A series of TEM 

images showing domain evolution under low levels of tensile stress. 

 

Figure 6-4 shows a series of in-situ TEM images, demonstrating the domain evolution of 

the same pillar subjected to higher levels of tensile stress up to 1340MPa. It can be seen from 

Figure 6-4 (b) that the stress–time plot was linear. Because the deformation was in the 

displacement-controlled mode, the linear plot indicates that the mechanical deformation was 

pure elastic. The blue-dashed line in Figure 6-4 (f) is an imaginary datum line. The mechanical 

test was conducted under the displacement-controlled mode. The significant loading carried by 

the PTP device contributed to further bending during the stress releasing stage, leading to a 

delay of the retraction of the indentor. This introduced an uneven gradient in the stress slope 
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during the loading and unloading stages. However, this phenomenon did not affect my 

conclusion. Figures 6-4 (a)–6-4 (e) show the domain structures at the deformation stages, 

marked with a–e in Figure 6-4 (f). Note that, while Figures 6-4 (a)–6-4 (d) correspond to the 

loading stage, Figure 6-4 (e) shows the domain structure after unloading. Before loading, there 

was an alternately aligned a+ and c- domain configuration, as shown in Figure 6-4 (a). Two 

areas marked by numbers 1 and 2 in Figure 6-4 (a) are enlarged with purple and green frames 

respectively. At the stress level of ~ 350 MPa, some stress-induced nanodomains merged, 

forming micro-domains, while parts of them were in the process of merging, as depicted in 

Figure 6-4 (c). An area of high-density nanodomains is framed by a blue rectangle, marked 

with a number ‘3’ and enlarged. Further increasing the stress led to the merging of all 

nanodomains into micro-domains and no further obvious domain switching was found after the 

merging process, as indicated in Figure 6-4 (d). After releasing the stress, the merged micro-

domains disappeared, while large amounts of nanodomains appeared, as shown in Figure 6-4 

(e). This indicated an irreversible domain switching process after the applied stress had reached 

a certain level. 
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Figure 6-4 (a–e) A series of TEM images showing domain evolution under medium levels of 

tensile stress. The corresponding stress–time plot is shown in (f). Labels (a–e) in (f) represent 

the stress applied at the moments shown in (a–e). (h-l) TEM images showing in-situ 

deformation of the same pillar as in (a-e) under high levels of tensile stress. The 

corresponding stress–time plot is shown in (g). Labels h–k in (g) represent the stress applied 

at the moments shown in (h–k). (l) shows the domain morphology 20 minutes after domain 

relaxation in (k). 

The domain orientation evolution in area three during the loading–unloading process 

occurred in an unexpected way. In the loading state, as shown in Figure 6-4 (c), nanoscale c- 

domains formed within an original a+ domain region, forming a a+/c−/a+/c− domain structure. 

When the stress was increased to around 1250 MPa, all of the nanodomains emerged and 

aligned into micro c−domains, as shown in Figure 6-4 (d). Interestingly, after unloading, parts 

of the c− domains turned into a+ domains, while other parts became a− domains, resulting in 

combined a+/c− domains and a−/c− domain configurations, as shown in area three of Figure 6-

4 (e). The behaviour of the partial reversion of domains is similar to the elastic–plastic 

deformation behaviour of metallic materials. When the applied load was larger than a threshold 

value, only part of the switched structure was reversed upon the release of the stress. In this 

case, when the applied tensile stress was sufficiently large, all a-domains switched to c-

domains. However, once the tensile stress was released, the switched domains did not remain 
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stable enough and the large micro c− domains did not maintain their high-energy, single domain 

states. The micro c-domains tended to transform into nanoscale domains190, 278 and parts of the 

c-domains were backswitched. The backswitched domains could be either a+ or a−domains—

each of which utilise equivalent energy210. This resulted in the 180° a domain switching that 

was observed following a loading cycle. 

Although 180° domain switching does not contribute to the ferroelastic component, it 

increases the remaining polarisation significantly after a mechanical loading cycle. The 

increasing of remnant polarisation makes the use of such ferroelectric materials beneficial for 

non-volatile memory and other piezoelectric devices323. This 180° domain switching after a 

mechanical loading cycle has not been realised before and it significantly affects the 

performance of ferroelectric materials. 

The second tensile loading–unloading cycle with a maximum stress of ~ 2000 MPa was 

applied to the same pillar, as shown in Figures 6-4 (g)–6-4 (l). The linear stress–time plot in 

Figure 6-4 (g) suggests that the specimen only experienced elastic deformation. Figures 6-4 

(h)–6-4 (j) and 6-4 (k)–6-4 (l) show the domain evolution processes during loading and 

unloading respectively. The domain evolutions in Figures 6-4 (h)–6-4 (j) are similar to those 

shown in Figures 6-4 (b)–4 (d). A complicated domain morphology with remnant stress formed 

immediately after the large tensile stress was released, as indicated in Figure 6-4 (k). After 20 

minutes, the remnant stress had been fully released, leaving behind a completely different 

domain morphology to Figure 6-4 (k) (see Figure 6-4 (l)). Compared with the initial 

polarisation in Figure 6-4 (a), Figure 6-4 (l) shows 180° domain switching in area one of the 

pink box, which is similar to the case that discussed above for area three. Interestingly, the 

previous bulk a+/c− domains were transformed into a single c- domain in area two. 
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Chapter 5 discussed how the pinning on micro a+/c− domain boundaries was sufficiently 

large that the boundaries did not move under electrical stimulation. However, the formation of 

a single c-domain in area two indicates that a significant mechanical stress is able to overcome 

the defect-induced pinning effect and turn a-domains into c-domains permanently. During the 

deformation, sufficiently large stress overwhelmed the pinning effect on domain boundaries, 

resulting in the decreasing of the energy barriers. The disappearance of the constraint on the 

domain stabilised the switched c− domains, leading to irreversible domain switching after the 

release of the loading. 

Although the specimen experienced only elastic deformation, the domain switching 

processes under different levels of mechanical stress underwent reversible (‘elastic’) and 

irreversible (‘plastic’) evolution. At low stress levels, domains underwent elastic deformation 

and were fully reversed after the retraction of stress as a consequence of the existence of large 

nucleation energy barriers caused by the pinning effect. At medium stress levels, domains 

behaved in a plastic manner, with elements of the switched domains gaining sufficient energy 

to proceed to a stable state. After the retraction of stress, domains in an unstable state were 

backswitched, leading to the partial reversal of switched domains and the formation of 180° a-

domains in the specimen. At high stress levels, large external energy broke the pinning of the 

micro-domain boundaries, decreasing the constraint on the domains. In these cases, the energy 

barrier was significantly lower and formed a single domain without backswitching after the 

removal of stress. 

The above results demonstrate the capability of inducing permanent domain switching 

by elastic mechanical loading. This indicates that mechanical loading can have the same effect 

as electrical loading in driving ferroelectric domain switching. Caution is needed to avoid 

significant the mechanical deformation of ferroelectric devices during the operation as 

sufficiently large mechanical loading can permanently change domain configurations. 
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6.3. Summary 

In summary, a systematic investigation of domain switching under significant 

mechanical loading revealed the capacity for the manipulation of temporal/permanent 90° 

ferroelastic domains and 180° ferroelectric domain switching. Domain switching behaviour 

can be either elastic at low stress levels or plastic at high stress levels when the specimen is 

subjected to elastic deformation. This study provides new insights into mechanical kinetics for 

ferroelastic domains and into the origin of the hysteresis of ferroelectric materials under 

mechanical loading. 
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Chapter 7  

 

Conclusions and future perspectives 

 

 

7.1. Conclusions 

The responses of ferroelectric materials to several types of external stimuli and the 

corresponding domain switching kinetics have been investigated using in-situ TEM techniques 

combined with phase-field modelling. The following conclusions are drawn, which can assist 

in understanding the origins of ferroelectric properties and improving the performance of 

ferroelectric materials: 

1. A high-energy e-beam is an efficient tool for manipulating erasable and stable 

ferroelectric domain patterns with high spatial resolutions in thin-film ferroelectric 

materials. The e-beam introduces positive charges through its interaction with the 

thin-film materials in the illuminated area. These positive charges then generate a 

high omnidirectional electric field that redirects the polarisation around the 

illuminated area. 

2. The size of the redirected polarisation area is determined by the size of the e-beam, 

the e-beam energy, the sample volume and the electron-beam illumination time. An 

analytical expression has been deduced to quantitatively describe this relationship 

and to guide the manipulation of ferroelectric domains. Ferroelectric domain 

manipulation using an e-beam requires no pre-poling, no electrode and no physical 

contact between the material and a tip—a process that is ideal for manufacturing 

miniature and integrated electronic devices. Moreover, this technique potentially 
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allows for nanoscale domain manipulation, which can significantly improve the 

data-storage capacity of current memory devices. 

3. Domain switching kinetics under mechanical and electrical stimulations for relaxor-

based ferroelectric materials in the vicinity of MPB is different from that for normal 

ferroelectric materials because of the low and asymmetric energy barriers among 

the different domains in relaxor-based ferroelectrics. Domain switching behaviours 

are determined by the type of the previous stimulation. After a mechanical loading–

unloading cycle, domain structures transform to a mechanically reversible state—

that is, the domains are fully reversible under a mechanical loading–unloading 

cycle. After an electrical loading–unloading cycle, domain structures are in a 

mechanically irreversible state—that is, the domains are irreversible under a 

mechanical loading–unloading cycle. Domain switching behaviour can also be 

represented by using an electrically irreversible or electrically reversible state, in 

which a mechanically reversible state is equal to an electrically irreversible state 

and a mechanically irreversible state is equal to an electrically reversible state. 

4. Mechanically reversible and mechanically irreversible states can be used to 

represent the logical signals zero and one for non-volatile memories. This can 

effectively avoid the domain backswitching effect and therefore significantly 

enhance the reliability of non-volatile memories. 

5. The domains in ferroelectric materials with compositions outside the MPB 

(composition > 35%PT) for PMN-PT relaxor-based ferroelectrics are tetragonal 

shaped. The domain energy barrier formations for these materials are significantly 

higher than those for compositions within MPB. Moreover, when a composition is 

over the MPB (~38%PT), the domain walls are significantly pinned by defects, 

including compositional variations that provide even higher energy barriers for the 
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domains compared to the relaxor-based material within the MPB. Therefore, 

mechanical stimulation results in the formation of 90° nanodomains within these 

materials and electrical stimulation induces 180° domain reversal without moving 

the micro-domain wall. 

6. The formation of 90° nanodomains induced by mechanical stress assists 180° 

ferroelectric domain switching. Because 90° switching requires less energy than 

180° switching, electrical poling, with the assistance of mechanical loading, 

consumes less energy than electrical poling without mechanical loading. Such 

assistance reduces the threshold field for domain switching by ~ 40%, which 

provides a valuable way to reduce the energy consumption of ferroelectric devices. 

7. Ferroelastic domain switching can be reversible (elastic) and irreversible (plastic) 

depending on the level of applied stress. Under a low level of applied stress, the 

formation of 90° nanodomains is fully reversible. Medium levels of applied stress 

help overcome the internal energy barriers of domain nucleation and domain-wall 

motion, leading to irreversible domain evolution. The stress induces 180° domain 

switching, introducing high remnant polarisation after the retraction of mechanical 

loading. A high level of stress not only induces 180° domain switching, but also 

overwhelms the strong pinning effect, causing the formation of large single 

domains. These important discoveries provide the potential for subverting the 

constraint effect caused by compositional variation or defects in ferroelectric 

materials by utilising large mechanical stress. 

7.2. Future perspectives 

Although many significant conclusions have been drawn from this thesis project, some 

outstanding issues still remain. Further investigations will be needed in the future as an 

extension of this thesis project. These include: 
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1. Many experimental parameters can affect the size of domains written by the e-

beam. These include electron energy, e-beam intensity and specimen thickness. For 

example, a very thin specimen may not provide enough positive charges generated 

by the interaction between the e-beam and the specimen, while a very large 

specimen thickness will deteriorate the spatial resolution of the domain writing. It is 

therefore necessary to conduct thorough theoretical and experimental investigation 

to understand how electron energy, e-beam intensity and electron exposure time 

affect the generated electron field and what the optimal specimen thickness is for 

the highest possible spatial resolution for domain writing. These concerns are 

critical for the practical applications of domain writing using an e-beam. 

2. It is difficult to manufacture freestanding, thin samples and to read data from the 

samples. Therefore, it is necessary to test double-layer, thin-film samples for 

practical applications. This cannot be achieved in a TEM. E-beam lithography is an 

appropriate tool for manipulating ferroelectric domain structures in double-layer 

thin films. To avoid the supplementing of positive charges to thin films after e-

beam illumination, the substrate of the thin-film sample must be an insulator or, at 

least, a semiconductor. The thin film is constrained by the substrate because of the 

substrate/film lattice mismatch, by which domain switching is impeded. More 

experiments must be conducted to explore the best writing pathway when using a 

double-layer, thin-film sample. 

3. As presented in Chapter 4, mechanically stable and unstable states can serve as two 

logical states—zero and one—for data storage. The data reading and writing 

processes require repeated mechanical and electrical loadings. These processes 

introduce significant mechanical stress to the ferroelectric materials used as data-

storage media and could lead to the fatigue and failure of the materials. Repeated 
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ferroelectric domain switching millions of times may introduce significant 

crystalline defects and large compositional variations, posing significant constraints 

to domains and domain walls that may change domain switching behaviour. 

Therefore, it is of significance to conduct in-situ investigations of the fatigue 

behaviour, which can be induced by repeated domain switching. This could be 

achieved by using electrical PTP devices together with the Hystron PI-95 

PicoIndentor, allowing repeated electrical and mechanical loadings under a TEM. 

4. Although the tetragonal crystals usually possess very large domain bands while 

ferroelectrics having the MPB composition shows wave form domains that can be a 

couple orders of magnitude smaller than domain bands, the shape of the domain 

affect little on the performance of a ferroelectric memory cell. If a relaxor 

ferroelectric for memory application is chosen, a rhombohedral phase with poling 

direction along <001> is preferred 286 as a fatigue-free behaviour has been observed 

for a loading cycle of up to 105. The use of relaxor-based ferroelectric in memory 

devices has not been proposed nor tested. Therefore, detailed on domain reversal, 

writing cycles, and writing frequency are needed to be tested.  

5. The introduction of 90° nanoscale domains facilitates 180° ferroelectric switching 

and reduces the threshold field for ferroelectric switching by ~ 40% under a low 

level of applied mechanical stress of ~ 190 MPa. It is expected that the reduction of 

this threshold field could be maximised at the most appropriate applied mechanical 

stress. However, it is difficult to increase the applied compression stress because of 

the likelihood of bending thin specimens under compression. However, since both 

compression and tensile stresses can trigger 90° nanodomain formation, tensile 

stress can replace compression stress for experiments requiring high levels of 

applied stress to avoid bending. The experiments can be conducted using an e-PTP. 
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An e-PTP device is modified from a traditional PTP device by depositing an 

electrical circuit on the PTP, as shown in Figure 7-1 (a). The e-PTP allows for 

applications of tensile stress and electrical bias along the same direction as that 

indicated in Figure 7-1 (b). To explore the effect of electrical poling under tensile 

stress along a vertical direction, I can deposit two platinum-conducted wires along 

two edges of the specimen. Because ferroelectric materials are insulators, the 

electrons flow from one conducted wire to the other, forming a vertical electric field 

that is perpendicular to the applied tensile stress direction, as shown in Figure 7-1 

(c). 

 

Figure 7-1 (a) An e-PTP device with integrated circuits. (b) A schematic drawing of the 

magnified area from (a); the electron-flow direction is the same as the mechanical loading 

direction. (c) A schematic drawing of the magnified area from (a); the electron-flow direction 

is perpendicular to the mechanical loading direction. 
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6. Ferroelectric materials possess pyroelectric properties. Therefore, ferroelectric 

domains also respond to external heating/cooling stimulation. My preliminary 

results of heating the relaxor-based ferroelectric PMN-38%PT shows that nanoscale 

domains—not limited to 90° domains—formed during the cooling process. In the 

meantime, pinned micro-domain walls disappeared after cooling to room 

temperature. These results indicate a notable remnant strain in ferroelectric 

materials and that the pinning effect can also be eliminated after heat treatment. 

Enlightened by this, it is possible to combine heat treatment with mechanical and/or 

electrical stimulations to improve the performance of ferroelectric devices. 

7. It is interesting to see zipper-like domain walls to separating the energy unflavoured 

head-to-head and tail-to-tail charged domains. The domain walls still exists even 

after the retraction of the external electric field, which was not expected before. We 

will work on this in the future to characterise such interesting domain walls to get 

further insight on how polarization revolute inside these domain walls.   

8. The strong pinning effect on the micro-domain walls contributes significant 

constraint to the domain and affects domain switching substantially. It has been 

speculated that pinning sources could be oxygen vacancies, topological defects and 

compositional variants. However, there has been no solid evidence to verify the 

nature of the sources. Advanced structural characterisation is needed to understand 

the pinning sources. A near-edge electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) 

structure may assist in characterising the electronic structure and the chemical 

composition230 of the domain walls. A high-spatial-resolution bright-field STEM 

technique324 can help verify oxygen vacancies or other types of defects. By 
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ascertaining the reasons for the pinning effects, I can develop greater control over 

ferroelectric behaviours. 
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